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THE ETUDE 191 
EDITORIAL NOTES. 
One of the commo nly neglected parts of a pupil’s edu¬ 
cation is cultivation of the imagination. With all pieces 
of a romantic nature, the teacher and pupil should try 
to work out a story for it as a description of it, purely 
imaginative, of course. In many pieces the title will 
give a hint. The advantages of such a course of proced¬ 
ure are many. It invests the piece with life, and makes 
it doubly interesting to the pupil, and helps him to play 
with a better expression. Poets and musicians need to 
cultivate their imagination to a high degree. A musi¬ 
cian should be a frequent, if not a constant, reader of 
poetry, for the sake of general culture, as well as the de¬ 
velopment of a refined imagination. 
Harriet Martineau says of the faculty of imagination : 
“It has produced the greatest benefit to the human race 
that it has ever enjoyed. The highest order of men who 
have lived are those in whom the power of imagination has 
been the strongest, the most disciplined, and the most ele¬ 
vated. The noblest gifts that have been given to man 
are the ideas which have proceeded from such men.” 
To which may be added the following from William C. 
Wright: “ Give rein to the feelings and to the poetic 
fancy, and make the instrument a medium for the soul’s 
impulses.” 
Much has been said about explanations that do not 
explain, and illustrations that do not illustrate. A char¬ 
acteristic of the successful teacher is that he explains 
that part of a subject which is a key to the matter under 
consideration, and explains it so that it will throw light 
upon the whole, and this is never just the same for all 
pupils. Explanations and illustrations should be given 
to illustrate the principles and general facts showing how 
such or like passages are to be played, and not explain¬ 
ing how that passage before the pupil has to be done, 
merely, but as above said, make an explanation that 
will apply to all similar difficulties. A recent writer puts 
this tersely, as follows : “The main function of study is 
to find the central and vitalizing point of any subject; to 
group about that whatever belongs to it; to discriminate 
between the important and unimportant; to rightly ad¬ 
just the parts; to place them in natural relations; and 
to give each the prominence it deserves.” 
It is said that a Bishop remarked of his clergy that 
“ too many of them aimed at nothing and always hit the 
mark.” We have always been advised to “ aim high,” 
but there needs to be something definite to aim at. The 
pupil should, with the teacher’s help, find or decide what 
he can do, and what he wishes to do, and then make cir¬ 
cumstances bend to its accomplishment, and not allow 
himself to be bent or turned aside by circumstances. One 
thing that teachers and students need to give their atten¬ 
tion. more particularly to, is the necessity of more perfect 
ideals. It is as easy to work near an artist’s conception 
of how a passage must be rendered, or a bit of technics 
performed, as it is to closely imitate the rendition of 
some bungler. Here it may be noticed that a really 
good teacher is of great value, and is one of the princi¬ 
pal reasons why the student should only be under the in¬ 
struction of a first class master. The Marquis of Salis¬ 
bury said: “If we sow moderation, we shall reap a 
harvest of moderation in years to come.” And hence 
the often repeated advice of “Aim high and hold our¬ 
selves, with the help of an inflexible will, up to our 
ideal.” 
We all know that the higher rungs of the ladder are 
reached by climbing the lower, and this is not more true 
than the following by James Freeman Clarke: “ When¬ 
ever we do what we can, we immediately can do more.” 
The charming and expressive renditions given by great 
artists make us feel as if we would give anything to be 
able to do so well, while if we acknowledge the truth 
regarding ourselves, we are not willing to hold ourselves 
up to the perfect accuracy of practice and exactness in 
detail which such fine playing demands. It is a well- 
known fact that advancement in music is founded upon 
habit. The habit of playing everything absolutely per¬ 
fect is a necessity to the artist. 
One of the most encouraging signs of the advancement 
of musical art in our country, is the increased interest 
taken by teachers and the general public in the better 
teaching of beginners. Thousands of the readers of The 
Etude, no doubt, feel the detriment of poor instruction 
that they received as beginners. All teachers of ad¬ 
vanced pupils are constantly undoing what some previous 
teacher has labored to accomplish. It should be part of 
the work of every progressive teacher, to interest his 
community in this subject of better foundational teaching. 
If music teachers were asked what one thing gave 
them the most annoyance in their professional work, no 
doubt it would be universally said, The pupil’s expression 
of dislike to the pieces given. Music of the higher and 
better qualities seldom is interesting at the first hearing. 
The mere playing of its notes in time produces no pleas¬ 
urable effect. The piece expresses nothing until it has 
been worked up as an artist would perform it. Pupils 
should not allow themselves to become prejudiced 
against a piece until they can not only play it in time, 
but have studied its phrasing, and applied to it the cor¬ 
rect kinds of touch and dynamics. It seems that this 
subject is one that the music teachers of ancient times 
found the same difficulty with, A>r Plato says: “Those 
who seek for the best kind of song and music ought not 
to seek for that which is pleasant, but for that which is 
true.” 
The sculptor can make a statue of beauty only as he 
has the ideal in mind. This is no less true in the per¬ 
formance of music. And as we cannot explain a thing 
we do not understand, neither can we express what we 
do not feel. After the piece is learned well enough to 
present no further mechanical difficulties, then comes 
what is its real study. Technical ability to render it 
upon an instrument is valueless, unless the music is per¬ 
formed with an effective expression. 
Pope said, “ A man should never be ashamed to say 
he has been in the wrong, whicn is but saying in other 
words, that he is wiser to-day than he was yesterday.” 
Pupils can profit by this, if they will try as hard to get 
at the exact truth, and to a clear understanding of the 
matter in hand, as they do, to try to justify their blun¬ 
ders. They should remember that Napoleon Bonaparte 
says, “ The true victories, and the only ones which we 
need never lament, are those won over the dominion of 
ignorance.” 
Liszt, with all his greatness as a pianist, seems to me to 
have had an injurious influence upon piano-playing; his 
imitators have been more successful in copying his ex¬ 
travagances than in imitating his excellence. Fine legato 
playing, the singing quality it begets in the performer, 
makes the most enduring impression upon the listener; 
and the time must come when the principles laid down 
by the old pianist, and culminating in the perfectly-fin¬ 
ished performance of Thalberg, shall be fully recognized 
in our musical institution. 
The example of a teacher who is also a good pianist 
cannot be valued too highly. It is the basis of the future 
development of the pupil ; if possessed of talent, indi¬ 
viduality will assert itself, and this is the great objective 
point of all performance, and the means by which music 
reaches the heart of the listener.—C. H. Jarvis. 
A Responsibility Upon Musicians.—One of the 
world’s great poets, Schiller,—-said, “ Where and when¬ 
ever art deteriorates, it is always the fault of the artists.” 
No truer word was ever spoken, and no student of art 
ought to be without this truth before him day and night 
—Where and whenever art deteriorates, it is always the 
fault of the artists. The masses, as such, do not know 
the difference between good and bad in art. They only 
know what tickles their fancy. But there is born within 
thousands and thousands of those that constitute what we 
call “the masses,” a desire to know, and they look up 
to those who do know for light, that they may also see. 
—Mr. Henschel. 
HELPS AND HINTS. 
Knowledge is the means appointed to nourish the 
flames of inspiration in the artist’s breast.— Wagner. 
Don’t fret over the notion that your teacher is giving 
music that is not hard enough. If you learn to play a 
piece really perfect and with good expression, it will 
be hard enough. 
Any of the great compositions one may make a 
study of; but to play such a piece—no, that is the work 
of a lifetime.—Henselt. 
The pianoforte is so useful, not only in itself, but 
also for the sake of accompanying, that those who can 
use it freely find it very convenient. 
It is to be feared that most young people who drop 
their playing for the sake of singing, do so more from 
laziness than really in the interest of their voice. 
Moreover, the voice fails sooner or later, whereas the 
facility and talent acquired for playing lasts, and is a 
source of much pleasure and usefulness to one’s self and 
others.—Christine Nilsson. 
One way of starting the pupil’s taste on the road to 
enjoyment of classical music is to select in the beginning 
thosfe that have a tale to convey, and treating them d la 
Ferry. Many teachers object to concocting “ fairy 
tales,” as they call them, and indulging in metaphors, 
saying that the music will speak for itself if worth any¬ 
thing. If music appeals to the emotions through the 
judgment, as is said, does it not follow that the judg¬ 
ment must be cultivated and guided ? Unerringjudgment 
is not instinctive, by any means. 
Amidst all the mass of work which is necessary to 
complete the education of a piano student, there is one 
writer whose works should form part of the daily study 
of every earnest student of the piano through every 
stage of his progress, and he is John Sebastian Bach, 
to whom, as Schumann says, music owes as great a debt 
as any religion to its founder. The influence he exerts 
is invaluable. No one who studies his works thoroughly 
can fail to have a sound, healthy taste and judgment, 
and a full, round, and sympathetic touch and technique 
upon the piano.—C. H. Jarvis. 
Teachers find pupils who are careless or negligent in 
their work, and instead of stirring them up and keeping 
at them until they get these pupils to understand that 
they expect and demand more thorough work from 
them, after a few mild reproofs and remonstrances they 
apathetically settle back and allow them to do as they 
please. Such a course will prove ruinous to the repu¬ 
tation of the teacher. If a pupil cannot be brought into 
doing good, thorough work, refuse to give him lessons. 
You may lose a few pupils and a few dollars for the 
time being by such a course, but the reputation you will 
save and make by such treatment will pay with com¬ 
pound interest in future days.—Musical Messenger. 
Is it Taste or Tolerance? Tell me, is it taste or 
tolerance that makes this young woman an art amateur? 
She needs to do nothing, because it happens to be her 
misfortune to be wealthy. To pass the time she is 
required to study two languages, devote a morning 
every week to painting, and two hours a week to instruc¬ 
tion in music, besides following other employments 
that, in her life, fill rather the niche of fashion than use. 
She does nothing well in any of these subjects; speaks 
with a slur about the noblest music that can be put 
before her if her technic happens to fell short of per¬ 
forming it, which it invariably does. Any of the five 
or more lessons she receives are put off when, and as 
frequently as maybe desirable if a trifling event requires 
it; she is infinitely above anything that may be taught 
her, and regards the whole circle of her enforced 
activity either as a bore or with the complacency of the 
king who notices that the fool is present. Nothing can 
reach the real personality in her, hence she always re¬ 
mains neutral or worse. She expects no influence to be 
exerted beyond that of making matters as comfortable 
as can be for her. She buys that consideration and 
naturally expects to get it. This is drawn from life, 




TWO AGAINST THREE. 
BY EDWARD BAXTER PERRY. 
In a recent number of The Etude Inotmed^ « «- 
gwer to the old and much vext ^ re8peet 
”„fto fi togelber two parts which apparently were never 
7“,TL“taoSr,«o.2ry "“>«« 
regLd to the other, and I was assured that they won 
^Zfldls wm sympathize with the feeling, ^ 
most teachers will recall a somewhat simdar one from 
theTrheera: mSt muSns who never found the slightest 
difficulty in mastering this rhythm, who.^but 11 
intuitively grasped it without effort from the first, but 1 
S luchInstances are rare, and certain y such a man 
is not the person to help pupils tn perplexity on tins 
noint as he would wholly fail to comprehend their diffi- 
S“; ,“d Z b, tbe 1=.. .M. » lead lb. -b * 
o, may not be pardonable oa.it, lo *H*, «I 
still do, that my own dilemma was less my 
Zt Of the teacher; nor am I willing to admit that an 
instructor is justified in feeling vexation, or even bore¬ 
dom at being obliged to explain in detail a point which 
seems perfectly plain and easy to himself, and has been 
carefully and repeatedly explained to a host of others 
on previous occasions. That is just what he is there for. 
If the point were not one thoroughly mastered and ex¬ 
hausted, he would hardly be fitted to be a teacher, and 
would moreover, in that case, derive interest and Benefit 
from considering it, and so ought to pay the pupil for 
the pleasure and profit to himself. It is only when.we 
give our time and attention to what is not for our own 
enjoyment or advantage-for the benefit of others-that 
custom warrants us in taking their money. _ 
Furthermore, a d.fficulty is of no less magnitude to 
each new student because it has already been mastered 
by hundreds before him. It is as intricate and myste¬ 
rious to him when approaching it for the first time, in 
darkness and ignorance, as if it were one of the yet un¬ 
solved problems of the universe. 
Fancy a ferryman from the other side of a treacherous 
streim abusing you for stupidity because you have not 
yet crossed, simply because he has successfully ferried 
over some scores of others who arrived before you. 
Every child must learn to walk with the same slow, 
stumbling difficulty as if the race had not been produc¬ 
ing countless amateur and professional pedestrians for 
unnumbered generations; and in spite of all that is 
said regarding heredity, I doubt whether a child of seven ; 
years in 1893 will unravel a knotty rhythmical prob em , 
any more easily or quickly than the seven-year-olds who 
wrestled with them on the spinet before the days of 
Bach. . 
Fortunately, there is a very simple method of remov¬ 
ing the particular modern stumbling block to which this 
paper refers from the path of the musical child, or at 
least of showing him an easy way round it. The rhythmic 
combination of three notes with two or four is not at all, 
as at first appears, an arbitrary and incongruous union 
of independent and irrelevant elements, but a fine and 
very effective, though subtle, subdivision of the time, in 
which tbe mutual relation and correspondence of the 
parts are maintained with absolute and delicate nicety; 
35 T TT I> E. 
and which 1. ««.>« 
a. much »*.-». ” ic>, dc— 
pation. It is simply one of the ma»y beautiful, 
for securing that ^ ed, the difficulties 
variety in unity. When clea y « T d li8tener 
o' *“• '■*?“' • 
disappear forever, lhe trv and perfect 
sion vanishes, and the! eXq“'S‘®the des;gn stand forth 
inter-dependence of all par mQrning suddenly lift 
distinct, as when the mis towered pavilion 
from some elaborate mosque or ma y- 
of ancient Moorish handiwork. do 
»<*’**»> *• - • 
occupy one or more full beats '^eadofafra | 
beat, being careful to maintain the-am r,” each 
of the notes. Then count and play,•Jowu* ^ ^ 
note its due proportion of bea s. 
t0 be counted to a measure wdl be found^to^ ^ ^ 
the least common multiple oi tne n 
thFor0exPample: A triplet of quarters against two -en 
least common multiple of two and 
tain the relative value of the notes we musi 
as six-eight time thus : 
„ 8 56 1 2 6 
The lower half of the diagram showing the division of | 
two tbe upper balf into threes. . . 
Think of the passage, or, if necessary, write it out, in 
this new time. Bach of the triplet notes must occupy 
just one-third of the measure, that is, two-eighths, eac , 
of the even quarters one-half the measure, that is three- 
eighths. Now count and play. The hands strike 
together of course on one, on three comes the second 
of°the triplets, on four the second of the even notes, o 
five the last of the triplets, while with both hands begin 
together again on one of the next measure. 
After a little practice it is only necessary to remember 
and feel that the second of the even notes comes just 
half way between the second and third of the triplets, j 
and in a short time this form of rhythmic division be- , 
comes as natural as any other. 
Three against four is harder, but only because the 
figures employed must necessarily be larger. In this 
case twelve beats must be counted to the measure, as 
! twelve is the least common multiple of three and four ; 
and the passage must be written in sixteenths or thirty- 
seconds, according to whether the even notes in the 
original were eighth or sixteenth notes. Each of the 
four notes will occupy three beats, and each of the 
three four beats of the new measure. At a slow tempo 
even this division can be accurately counted, and it is 1 
practically the same as two against three, except that, 
the even notes are divided into two, their relation to the | 
I triplets remaining the same. 
In a passage written in groups of six notes against j 
four, twelve beats must also be counted to the measure, I 
according to rule; or, if preferred, the phrase may be 
regarded, as made up of double the number of groups ; 
of three against two, and six be counted, which, of 
course, would not alter the time, and is simpler. 
If a cord be stretched tight enough to give out a tone, 
it will vibrate in sympathy when the same tone is given 
out by the voice or an instrument. When in our minds 
there is a refined and perfect musical image of the passage 
under the fingers, the instrument can be made to repro¬ 
duce that image, as the string reproduced the vibrations 
conveyed to it from the sounding tone. 
0ULTIVATE_THE HEARING* 
BY A. J. GOODRl^P- 
, -„or, thought to the matter 
Mo musician all heffectsVof meTody, harmony and 
will dispute that al ell ^ ^ auncular faculties. No 
rhythm must be refe ignore the sole arbiter oi 
one, therefore, canjW 0 gyet how much of a sym- 
music-the sense of he««g1 comprehend ? What 
phony do averagef « ’ t0 an overture, concerto 
can they tel you after listen S ^ than a child would 
or symphonic poem] Vey mistake extraneous 
discover in amotive!, outline for delmea- 
embellishment for melod Thiaj j believe, is suffi- 
tion. the frame for the P ? • ba8 been neglected, 
cient proof that auncular "in reference to 
If we consider tins sutf| ^ important assistant, 
piano playing it will bei f^ frQm their ;n8trUments a 
Young pianists who proau ,. tbat tbe only safe- 
harshf unmusical ‘^^ira cuUWated ear. Therefore, 
guard against bad playing . * CQre the very root of the 
if we ignore this fact e g distinguish between 
difficulty. For if.pnP’J® c° they would soon remedy 
musical and unmusical effect^ but a cultivated 
their defects of touch- a)1 the niceties of 
and lhe “of 
t0UTt next question is: How may the art of h« 
be cultivated? It seems invisible agency. The 
b,bit of reversing the toto “d, ike P™«d 
P"P“* "■“"'■■all.g connecled .III. 
1 rs^. «r»» 
. "««•'»> >"fT*v.,prr:; | tively valueless unless it can be apphedhe wiser^for 
the understanding of music. la , ^ jj- j 
wmm&sis 
!tbwfZnl“the works of illustrious composers 
and present the several materials of which a composition 
is constructed. But as the mystic soul-language »e 
know very little about it. Yet who can dispute that the 
art of music will eventually become the “eans of restor 
ing dethroned reason, of putting in operation the dor 
1 mint faculties of mind, the sense of color anc1 ot touch 
and of regulating disordered nerves and unruly passions. 
Recent experiments upon the sick have been made, and 
though the results were not wholly satisfactory, J 
in time become so. I believe this as firmly as I believe 
I in the actuality of vital existence. • iar 
It will appear that a systemized course of auricular 
exercises carries with it a considerable amount of theo 
Zeal aud analytical knowledge that may. be directly 
applied to the interpretation of vocal and .nstrumental 
music. For the listener cannot be expected to follow 
the course of a polyphonic composition until tbe pnn 
ciples of canonic imitation and thematic developtne 
have been elucidated. So it is with regard to the n« 
merous analytical details. These must first be under 
stood theoretically before the ear can be trained to 
d'!?*va,*rcssi ‘hi“»i« 
pany all serious music study, fndeed. such a course 
ought to be considered indispensable and obligatory, tor 
without cultivated ears all musical accomplishments are 
nullified and rendered comparatively inoperative. 
—Music should be made an elective, a fit substitute 
—Men. 
. Extracts from a paper read at the M. T. N. A., at Cleveland, 0., 
July 6,189z. 
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ANTON KUBINSTEIN’S OYOLUS OF SEVEN 
PIANO RECITALS. 
ARRANGED, WITH HISTORICAL AND EXPLANATORY NOTES, 
BY WILLIAM TAPPERT. 
TRANSLATED BY NELLIE C. STRONG. 
I. 
THE PIANO. 
The piano originated from various early experiments ; 
during a long period it gained in importance, and finally 
secured the sovereign position which it holds to-day. 
It has supplanted all other fashionable instruments, and 
come forth out of the struggle for existence as supreme 
victor. 
Two ancestors are to be considered, if one would 
trace the history of the modern pianoforte back to its 
earliest beginnings; the Monochord (one-stringed) 
which was used in the cloisters by the singing teachers 
and theorists, and the old many-stringed Psaltery, the 
legitimate descendant of which is the Cembalo of the 
Gypsies. The keys were taken from the organ. The 
first organ was built in 812, in Aix la-Chapelle, after a 
model brought from the land of the Bast. 
From the Monochords were developed the Clavichords, 
from the Cembalo the Clavicembalo. The former seem 
to have been first used as musical instruments by the 
jugglers or minstrels—the joking, trick-playing accom¬ 
panists of the Troubadours. As “Monochords” they 
appear in two documents from the beginning of the 12th 
century (1115). In a poem by the king of Navarre, 
(1220) several musical instruments are mentioned, but 
the piano is not among them. On the other hand, 
Boccaccio, in his “ Decameron,” (1348) speaks in 
several places of the Cembalo, and from the connection, 
it is evident that the same was used to accompany the 
voice in singing. In the 14th century, the most im¬ 
portant changes and improvements must have been 
invented, for the Minne rules of Eberhard Cersne from 
Minden (1404.) distinguished three different kinds; 
Monochord, Clavichord and Clavicembalo. The “ Clavi¬ 
chord,” weak in tone to be sure, but capable of fine 
shadings, and, besides this, possessing some advan¬ 
tageous qualities peculiar to it alone (the “ Tremolo is 
especially extolled), held its own until the 19th cen¬ 
tury. From the Clavicembalo was developed the full¬ 
sounding, loud-toned “Kielfliigel” (Harpsichord), 
which played an important role in chamber music as 
late as the preceding century. That which distin¬ 
guished both instruments was combined in the “ Piano¬ 
forte ” (or Fortepiano), so called because one could 
play both soft and loud upon it. 
Three nations contend for the important invention of 
this instrument, without which the largest and most 
valuable part of our piano literature would have been 
altogether lacking. The Italians boast of their Christo- 
fori (1711) as the inventor of the hammer-mechanism, 
to which we are indebted for the most important 
progress and achievements. The Germans claim that 
Schrdter, afterwards organist at Nordhausen, discov¬ 
ered quite independently the “hammer-piano” about 
1717, without knowing in the least of the Italian’s 
attempts. The French enter the lists with their Marius, 
who, in 1716, presented before the Paris Academy, his 
views concerning the hammer-piano. Idle is the strife 
to-day. Let us rejoice in the possession and the good 
fruits which have sprung for us out of these first germs. 
The Pianoforte, in spite of its obvious advantages, 
had, nevertheless, to struggle with the might of custom. 
As late as 1787, Phil. Em. Bach preferred a good Clavi¬ 
chord to the Pianoforte. Mozart became acquainted 
with the latter in 1777, in Mannheim, and was at once 
charmed with it. As dramatist, he quickly recognized 
the astonishing rendering-capacity of the instrument. 
Light and shade were far more intense than on the 
Clavichord ; what might not be brought to life with this 
volume of sounds, with such wealth of tone color! 
With the invention and introduction of a new instru¬ 
ment, a peculiar difficulty presents itself; viz., a lack of 
music suited and adapted to the character of the new¬ 
comer. The innovator must, for the first, content 
itself with spying out the arts of the others, already 
firmly established. So it was with the violin also, as 
one can easily see from the, at times very curious, 
pieces by the “first” Violin-Virtuoso, Joh. Jacob 
Walther (1688). The composers for the piano sought 
advice from the Lutenists, who looked proudly down 
upon the forlorn aspirants for the world’s favor. One 
can easily trace this search throughout the separate 
periods of time ; indeed one would be able to designate 
the various epochs of piano-playing after the “ Ideals,” 
which hovered before the tone-writers and their inter¬ 
preters. At the present time, the Orchestra, with its 
volume of sound and play of color, seems to be the 
objecil for the desires and aspirations, not oniy of those 
who create and perform, bat also of those who manu¬ 
facture the instruments. One must confess that the 
efforts of half a century have achieved already the most 
wonderful results in every direction, and a still greater 
improvement appears to be possible. 
The “older” Italian School, with Frescobaldi (1587— 
1640) at the head, knew no special piano score. That 
which is sharply defined to-day was at that time still 
united. The instrumental compositions of the Italians 
(about 1600) are explicitly designed for organ or piano. 
From this school came Frohberger, the first German 
pianist. Invention and expression are genuinely German. 
The form is Italian ; they became blended together as he 
learned to know the graceful, playful, charming pieces 
of the best French Lutenists, whose refined, tasteful 
ornamentations contrasted most favorably with the stiff, 
dry, altogether tedious embellishments of the German 
organists. Frohberger passed the last ten years of his 
life (1657-1667) in Hdricourt near Montbfiliard, as 
teacher, friend and protegd of the Duchess Sibylla of 
Wlirtemberg. With him, subjectivity vindicated its 
primeval right. Out of a letter of his patroness, one 
passage is worthy of note, where it says of the Froh¬ 
berger compositions, “One must have heard him play 
the pieces himself, in order to interpret them properly.” 
No trace of that with Frescobaldi. 
Programme No. 1. 
1. WILLIAM BIRD. 
Born about 1540, LondoD, died July 4th, 1623. 
“The Carman’s Whistle.” 
2. Dr. JOHN BULL. 
Born 1563, Somersetshire, died March 12tb, 1628, in Antwerp. 
“The King’s Hunting Jig.” 
3. FRANCOIS COUPERIN. (Called “THE GREAT.”) 
Born November 10th, 1668, Paris, and died there 1733. 
Five Character Sketches. 
4 JEAN PHILIPPE RAMEAU. 
Born September 25tb, 1683, at Dijon,died September 12tb, 1764, Paris. 
1. “Tbe Recall of the Birds.” 
2. “The Hen.” 
3. Gavotte with variations—A minor. 
5. DOMENICO SCARLATTI. 
Born 1683, Naples, aud died there 1757. 
Cat’s Fugue; Sonata, A major. 
6. JOHANN SEB. BACH. 
Born March 21st, 1685, Eisenach, died July 1750, Leipzig. 
Preludes and Fugues. 
Chromatic Fantasie, Gigue, Sarabande, Gavotte. 
7. GEORGE FRIEDRICH HANDEL 
Born Febuary 2'3d, 1685, Halle, died April 13th, 1759, London. 
t. Fugue, E minor. 
2. Harmonious Blacksmith, etc. 
8. KARL PHILIP EMANUEL BACH. 
Born March 14th, 1714, Weimar,died September 14th, 1788, Hamburg. 
Rondo in B minor and three short pieces. 
9. JOSEPH HAYDN. 
Born March 31st, 1732, Rohrau a d. Leithe, died March 31st, 1809, 
Vienna. 
Theme and Variations, F minor. 
10. WOLFGANG AMADEUS MOZART. 
Born January 27th, 1756, Salzburg, died December 5th, 1791, at Vienna. 
Fantasie, C minor. 
Gigue, Rondo, A minor, alia Turca. 
The first successful attempts to find a piano-style, inde¬ 
pendent, and as far as possible, free from foreign in¬ 
fluence, were made, strange to say, in England. At the 
time when the Italians were still bound by the restric¬ 
tions of the contrapuntal vocal music, the English com¬ 
posers, Tallis, Bird, Bull, etc., moved quite freely in 
pleasing forms well adapted to the nature of the instru¬ 
ment. Two English collections, one written, the “ Vir¬ 
ginal Book,” (Piano-Book) in the Fitz William Museum 
at Cambridge, and one engraved, about the same time 
(1611), contain numerous compositions for the piano by 
the best representatives of the oldest English piano- 
school. Precedence may be claimed by Wm. Bird. 
His variations on a national melody, “ The Carman’s 
Whistle,” are deserving of notice, if one takes into con¬ 
sideration the fact that Wm. Bird was appointed organist 
to the king as early as 1575. 
Dr. John Bull belongs to the same time and the same 
style ; he was the supposed author of the melody “ God 
save the King,” and the actual composer of a series of 
lively variations on the well known air “The Kings 
Hunting Jig.” John Bull died as a celebrated organist 
and contrapuntist in Antwerp. The English school was 
surpassed by the French. At its head stand Couperin, 
with the surname 1 ‘ The Great,” and Rameau. To 
them, music, and especially piano-playing, was before 
all, the “ art of expression.” Hence the great number 
of character sketches, with programme titles and 
inscriptions, which we possess from them. Sometimes 
they hit upon the right thing with their comparisons, 
now serious, now capricious and humorous, but often 
they miss it. In contrast, however, to the Suite Form, 
cultivated to such excess, these attempts at tone-paint¬ 
ing of Couperin and Rameau, indicate a decided 
advance. Their quickening, stimulating influence soon 
made itself felt in Germany also ; even by so firmly 
rooted a master as Seb. Bach is this demonstrable. 
Couperin’s “ Piano Pieces ” appeared in 1713 at Paris. 
Rameau issued two recollections under the same title. 
From the first (without date) originates the “Inter¬ 
mezzo ” (The Cackling Hen), with a very characteristic 
leading-motive. 
Italy, in the meantime, had not remained behind. 
Here, too, the changed current of the times forced its 
way. Its best known representative is Domenico 
Scarlatti. As a general thing he wrote no learned 
“ Fugues.” Neither did he concern himself with 
stringing together dances to increase the number of the 
almost innumerable “Suites.” He composed Sonatas. 
It is true, we must understand the term, as here used, 
very differently from what Beethoven produced in this 
form. Scarlatti’s Sonatas, of which we possess more 
than one hundred, are nearer the song-form. They 
consist of few movements, often only one. The contra¬ 
puntal chains are shaken off, and every pedantic ballast 
is pitched overboard. The Italian gives himself up to 
his fancy in a bright, lively, unconstrained style, and his 
contemporaries justified him in so doing. His playing 
and his Sonatas pleased all. In spite of several more 
recent editions, the Sonatas are less known in general 
than his musical joke, “The Cat’s Fugue.” A cat 
is said to have strolled over Scarlatti’s piano, and to 
have developed by its promenade a theme (see original) 
which Scarlatti used for a fugue. So says the wide¬ 
spread anecdote, at least. 
All the separate branches and off shoots,^—the more 
rigid types of the old Italian “ Ricercari,” (forerunners 
of the fugue proper) and the free, graceful, playful style 
of the English, French and New Italians,—were com¬ 
bined in Johann Sebastian Bach, forming a mighty tree, 
the wide spreading boughs of which cast their shade 
over the whole world. His “well-tempered piano” 
became law and gospel to every earnest artist, who 
aspired to the highest, and, in spite of all changes of 
taste, it has retained this significance through all the 
different periods. Similar in stature and style appears 
Handel. Granted that the chief centre of his work 
was in another field, his place as piano composer is 
nevertheless by the side of Sebastian Bach. Only one 
piece, to be sure, the variation on the “ Blacksmith’s 
Song,” is generally known, but many another is 
fully deserving of notice. 
As after Frescobaldi, the piano separated itself from 
the organ; so after Bach’s death, a division again took 
place. The strict music and the popular music wan¬ 
dered forth upon different roads; the former trod a 
narrow path; the latter, the broad, public highway. 
The connoisseurs remained true to the “strict,” the 
masses bowed at the feet of the “ popular.” To write 
for connoisseurs and dilettanti seemed, however, a 
thankworthy task to many composers of the Post-Bach 
period ; next of all to the second of the old master’s 
sons, Karl Phil. Em. Bach. He is rightly considered 
as the mediator between that which his exalted father 
aimed for, and that which the profane world desires. 
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The Scarlatti, before mentioned, served him in many 
respects as a model. We find, it is true, m the crea 
tions of the German, a far greater depth of meaning i 
that could not, indeed, be otherwise. Em. Bach s 
Sonatas are for the most part in three nmvemen s a d 
resemble in their form more the Overture Scheme of 
the older (Alessandro) Scarlatti Allegro, Andan e 
Allegro, which has not been w.thout importance 
the later development of the Sonata. 
Mozart accepted the arrangements built up a 
introduced by Philip Emanuel Bach together with a 
genial novelty (still to be discussed) for which he 
fndebted to another descendant of Sebastian Bac . 
Mozart and Haydn are to be conceived as represcnta .ves 
of the lyrical piano piece. More beautiful, expressive 
melody (Italian stipulation) was their idea . V 
is of "no importance for the furtherance of technic. 
Virtuosity was not aimed at by him, but simp y g > 
flowing music. To storm the heavens, to burs open the 
gates of hell—that he left to Beethoven; but to make 
for himself a pleasant and peaceful ab'ding'Plac® °D 
God’s beautiful earth,-this was h.s ambition ! Mozart 
had a different idea of piano playing. Travelling 
occasionally as a virtuoso, he learned not to underrate 
the value of a brilliant technic. He wished, and indeed 
was obliged, to please the people as a pianist Is th 
possible without any concession to the taste of the 
many-headed public, which does not care to go below 
the surface? Mozart could satisfy and enchant every¬ 
body : the wise and the unwise; the professional an 
the unprofessional. He was not, strictly speaking, a 
mere rapid executant. Rapid painters, rapid rhymers, 
rapid reckoners, and also the rapid players, belong to a 
later period. He played with the warmest feeling; 
with the most exquisite taste. Hummel was a specimen 
of his school; and with Hiller, a pupil of the latter 
vanished so to speak, the last direct descendant of 
Mozart as a piano player. As in the opera it became 
more difficult from year to year to find suitable person- 
ators of the roles in Mozart’s dramatic works, so the 
number of those who can properly perform his piano 
music grows smaller and smaller. One of the most 
wonderful creations is Mozart’s Fantasie in C minor, a 
prophecy, which pointed to the Messiah, “Beethoven. 
This work stands wholly solitary and alone in piano 
literature before Beethoven’s time. Its pathetic, 
dramatic character distinguishes it essentially from the 
Sonatas. No inward connection exists between this 
Fantasie and the Sonata, which is joined with it purely 
outwardly. (The Sonata dates from 1784, the Fantasie 
is a year younger. The grouping of them together was 
Mozart’s own idea). “ Jahn ” wrote the following apt 
characterization of the glorious Fantasie : “The mood, 
which gives utterance to itself in the very first two 
measures, is retained throughout the entire Fantasie ; a 
mournful seriousness, which questioning and doubting, 
struggling and striving, aspires after deliverance, clear¬ 
ness and contentment without being able to reach them 
wholly, and finally, after vain efforts, is thrown back 
upon itself.” , , ... 
r (Concluded in our next issue). 
if a 
Questions anfl &nswEi[S. 
- -eral 
interest will not receive attention.) 
Ques.-I. How is a beginner to know w en o 
the pedal, when no signs are gi' ? l. 
2. What is the use of the left pedal b -nner 
ANg.—1. Unless pedal signs are gi 
should not attempt to use the pedal. 
2. The left pedal is to reduce the.quantityto* 
On Grand Pianos this is accomplished by mo g 
action so that but two strings are struck '“^Jrtened. 
On Uprights the stroke of the hamm _ a 
On Square Pianos it is only an aggravation, pr 
muffled tone by the intervention of a strip of felt be 
tween the hammer and the string. 
Oues -Kindly answer, through the columns of The 
Etdde, wb^n™da *best° bo* hrfor definition and pro- 
n ^Twm^oTkind'yanswer’in The Etcde’ ’ 
»«“”f * rzrr.i‘ 
Artist Concerts.—While concerts, both vocal and 
instrumental, are constantly a means of much pleasure 
and benefit in the large cities, by all means let the good 
work continue u> have the best talent in regard to Music 
brought right before those mostly in need of profiting by 
hearing it—the younger teachers and all the students of 
Music in the Colleges, Conservatories and other schools 
of Music everywhere. 
A school that does not do that much for its students will 
in the long run not be as well attended as the one that 
does and will thus not be able successfully to compete 
with’one that offers these superior advantages, which in 
these days of advancement and sharp competition are 
being demanded by progressive students and teachers 
"^There^s really no excuse why every school of Music 
should not have each year at least two or three first-class 
concerts by a prominent artist within its walls. A first- 
class concert will not only be the means of securing 
much pleasure and benefit to all concerned, and prove 
a great advantage to the Bchool where it takes place, 
but will, if properly managed, at the same time pay the 
one who arranges it a handsome, well-earned profit for 
his enterprise and energy. 
umes, you consiuer mo uoow, ^ j. g 
“Ti^'or a small one I would recommend Pal¬ 
mer’s Pocket Dictionary as the best that can e a • 
Price 25 cents. For a larger and more complete work 
of the kind, “ Mathews’ Dictionary of Music wou 
be the most satisfactory. Price $1.00; or Ludders Pi 
nouncing Dictionary, $1.25. 
Oces._1. Am I perfectly correct to teach a child 
“You must lower B a semitone in the scale of F, so 
that your tones and semitones may fall in their correct 
order? ” A teacher in this town says that is not correct 
that there is no such thing in music as a semitone, 
that each tone is just as full, perfect and complete a 
tone as anv other. In one sense, of course B flat is as 
much of a tone as any other degree of the scale, but I 
do not see that that has anything to do with the ques¬ 
tion, from the point from which I speak. From B flat 
to B certainly is a semitone, and has been taught so 
bv the best authorities for a long long time, I thought. 
He argues that it is “An altogether incorrect form of 
expressing one’s self; that step and half step might be 
used, but even that is incorrect for a half step is really 
just as much a whole step as the other, only it is a short 
one I hold that this is a very confusing way ot ex¬ 
plaining the scale to pupils, especially small ones. 
2. Will you please tell me how to pronounce Liszt? 
Some say Leest, others, Lits. w- E- 
Ans._i. The word semitone has been used for twenty 
centuries or more as a name for the interval between any 
sound and the sound lying immediately above or below it. 
It is to be found in every dictionary of the English language 
with this meaning assigned to it. Some would-be re¬ 
formers object to it, but the musical consent of all musi¬ 
cians, in all times, is likely to outweigh their objections. 
Your objection to step and half step is well taken. 
2. Liszt is pronounced almost like the English word 
least but the sound of the e is shorter. 
Ques.—1. Please tell me if there is any boob or teacher 
giving written instructions in regard to the art of 
piano tuning? Can it be learned that way, or without a 
thorough knowledge of Harmony. 
2. Is a piano injured by changing its pitch, if so, is it 
injured more by raising than lowering it; and if a piano 
needs tuning had it better be left alone than tuned by 
one who does not understand it very well. 
3. What book of Technics and Harmony would you 
recommend for a fourth-grade pupil? Is there — 
book on the care of pianos ? 
voice have come together on the same 
tW%ParRles no“affectthe value of the note. 
80Un ‘ , ,tate in The Etdde Ques- 
Qdes.—Will yon P'®a the average or possible 
b“ Ioi“ “d 
^cond tenor vmce ? from E, below to Eb 
At-'S. The seco Mt and the highest notes 
above the bass sta • ^ firgt bags fr0m ;n (he 
should be used sparing • second tenor from E in 
bass staff to a ^'^ve it. The first tenor from G in 
the bass staff ^ ^ b ^ abovg Jt xhe remark about 
the bass staff range applies to all the 
using the extreme no effective 
”k“; 
and the tenor may descend to U 
„ «, i Which is correct, to say the staff is com- 
Qdes.— 1. , j r..,,r goaces or six spaces! I 
posed of five lines f° f teaching six spaces, 
have for a number ofjears ne Although I was 
firmly believing donsfderfd it was with good 
S&vEJ: *. Jf*s„c 
... 
8i28PCaCn8y?ou suggest a book suitable for a five octave 
lnCconytainingg pieces only of about the sixth grade. Z. Avail DUb8v”' i organ, containing pieces only < 
Ans -1. You are not alone in teaching that the staff 
has six spaces, but it is surely illogical to say that notes 
written above or below the staff are either on < -r it. 
Since the staff consists of five lines and the four spaces 
enclosed by these, any notes not lying between these 
limits must be above or below. 
2. An excellent work for Reed organ is Fred. Arch¬ 
er’s Part II. 
any 
_r- A. B. 
Ans.—1. Piano tuning can only be learned by prac¬ 
tice, it is not possible to learn from printed directions. 
Thorough bass is not at all necessary to a tuner. 
2. A piano, if well made, is not injured by changing 
the pitch, but the quality of the tone is changed. If the 
pitch is raised the tone becomes more brilliant, if it is 
lowered—duller. If a good tuner is not to be had it is 
better to have an indifferent one than to let the piano 
spoil by getting so out of tune that not even a good 
tuner can get it to stand without several good tunings. 
3. We would recommend Dr. Mason’s Touch and 
Technic, for pianos, and Howard’s Course in Harmony. 
There are several small books on tuning which also 
treat of the care of the piano. The publisher of The 
Etdde can send you the best one published. The price 
will not exceed fifty cents. 
Authors and Mostc.-Alphonse Daudet has some 
interesting things to say regard,ng mumo- As a ru ^ 
he writes, “ we literary people care compare,r. ly nine 
for music. Gauthier’s opinion of the humming and 
drumming called ‘ music’ is well-known. Mugo UconW 
de Leslie” Bauville Victor agrees w„h W Goncourt 
turned up bis nose as a piano was opened. /••> a msis 
at times that he has heard this or that piece ol music 
‘ somewhere.’ but he never knows from whum it is. 
The good Flaubert pretended to be a great musician, 
but only to please Turgeneff, who, in reality, loved only 
the music cultivated in the ‘ Salon Viarodot. 
“ As to myself, however, I love everything musical, 
the lively music as well as the sad and classical, th 
music of Beethoven, the music of the Spaniards, < 
and Chopin, Massenet and Saint-Saens, Gounod s 1 aust 
and 1 Marionette,’the folk-songs, the hand organ, the 
tamborine, even the bells, music for dancing am • 
for dreaming. It all speaks to me, inspires me. • g 
ner’s music moves me, thrills me, hypnotizes me, 
the violin harmonies of the gypsies, those sore t 
music, have always drawn me to the exhibition, 
despicable fellows always stop my progress, 
leave them. 
“Nothing really succeeds,” says Whipple, bl?g 
what is based on reality: sham, in a large se - , 
never successful.” Who has not seen a new-co ,. 
out into sudden popularity, reign for a time, a 
pear. He caught the popular enthusiasm and 
with it. Sham soon wears out. The 8in8 8 • 
depending on appearance, pretty studio, an , /• 
ment was not successful. The truth °^V0'C A -nated 
music was not in him. The student who w Xbe 
by him has been left worse off than be was • bgen 
enthusiasm and ambition which he firs a 
crushed out, and it is doubtful if ever he goes to a true 
teacher after he has been to the sham, 
music is the loser.—The Vocalist. 
I HAVE found in my experience four^hand playing pro 
ductive of excellent results. It *eac , feeling for 
reliance, and at the same time dev p_ ^ orchestral 
rhythm and harmony. The enjoym and overtures 
performance of the standard band piano arrange- is greatly enhanced by playing fo b g. ^ reading fac- 
ments of them beforehand , also, , - u sight-reading 
ulty is strengthened and '™pr0VJ^pii3hment. although, to 
is very largely an acquired accomtms > 
some extent, a natural gitt.—v. 
Little Prelude. 
Allegretto quieto. (J - 76.) 
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IN TRAUTER STUNDE. 
(LOVERS TRYST.) 
(ROMANCE.) 
B. Cecil Klein. 
Andante con moto. 
5 4 5 4 , .. 3 5 rit. e dim. 
mp i, 
a tempo 
% The Is* movement must be taken very slowly and with deep 
little quicker. 
feeling;; the 3d movement only a very 
Copyright 189? by Theo.Pr ess er. 
3 
mp riten. 
In trouter Stunde - 5. 
4 
(ScintiJl.) brill. 
In tranter Stunde - 5. In trauter Stunde - 5. 
6 
In tranter Stunde - 5. 
' 7 
REMEMBRANCE OF CARLSBAD. 
FRANZ REIF. 
3 
Copyright,1892, by Theo. Preseer. 
8 
<&. * <Sa 
Remembrance of Carlebad. 3 
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B. SoltemUo'touc°h-e raise the arm with stiff wrist and let it fall of its own weight from the elbow. 
C. Hold the melody firmly. 
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LETTERS TO TEACHERS. 
BY W. S. B. MATHEWS. 
Ques.—I am a little uncertain about certain things 
relating to technic, and would be greatly obliged if you 
would answer my questions through the “ Question and 
Answer” column of your journal. 
1 Would you, if space allow, briefly state the prin¬ 
cipal parts of the Mason method of Touch and Technic? 
2 My teacher does not teach this method, but the one 
with the stroke from the knuckle. According to a recent 
article in your journal this touch tends to produce a 
hard, stiff touch. Are there not many fine pianists 
living who play according to this old tyay ? Is the 
stroke from the knuckle, not taught any more by good, 
progressive teachers? 
3. Would you please describe the octave pressure 
touch]? ^ proper way t0 p]ay legato to hold one note 
while the other is being played, or should one note 
descend as the other ascends ? 
5. I have never .been taught to use the entire arm in 
playing, in chords and octaves, but have used the wrist 
entirely for that purpose. As I have frequently read that 
the arm touch should be taught before the finger and 
wrist touch, what shall I do ? Is the arm and wrist never 
used except in playing chords and octaves? 
If you will kindly answer these lengthy questions 
you will greatly oblige an anxious subscriber. 
} a. o. c. 
Ans.—It would be impossible to answer the above 
fully without putting in these pages the entire text and 
illustrations of Mason’s “Touch and Technic” all four 
volumes. 
1. Mason’s system consists of a combination of 
practice upon four kinds of passages: “Two-finger 
Exercises," “ Scales,” “ Arpeggios,” and “Octaves and 
Bravoura.” Each of these subjects has a volume 
devoted to it. Do not be alarmed at the term volume, 
for each one is only the size of an ordinary set of piano 
studies. In the beginning of the first volume you will 
find a general explanation of the whole system, and of 
the manner in which the different kinds of exercise 
should be combined into a scheme of daily practice. I 
cannot reproduce that here. 
Of these four kinds of exercise, the two-finger exer¬ 
cise has relation primarily to touch, or the proper 
manner of obtaining tones from the piano, differing m 
quality according to the demands of the music. This 
part must be studied in connection with the examples 
and illustrations of position, etc. 
2. Mason teaches all kinds of touches—expecting the 
pupil to employ always the kind of touch best adapted to 
the musical effect desired. It is not true that he omits 
the finger touch from the knuckle joint; on the contrary 
no teacher is more careful on this point. The only place 
where he differs from the usual methods is in this, 
namely, that he does not expect, in all cases, the point 
of the finger to remain upon the precise point of the key 
whereupon it first falls until the tone is ended, but for 
certain effects permits it to be drawn off toward the 
hand. This touch when judiciously used is very musi¬ 
cal, and produces effects which are not obtainable in 
any other way. . 
It is not true that any good artists now confine their 
touch to the hammer-like motion of the finger, with the 
point holding on the key wherever it first alights. All 
the better class; of artists use many kinds of touch, 
according to the effect intended. The weak point of 
the usual system of teaching exercises and touch is that 
of undertaking to limit the pupil to the use of one tone , 
and expecting him after years of practice upon that to 
blossom out into a good all-around player, capable of 
interpreting the best kinds of music. This, of course, 
is absurd. For one kind of effect the finger alone is 
used—hammer-like; for another, the finger drawn off 
toward the hand ; for another the hand also performs a 
part of the playing, strengthening the touch; in other 
cases the arm from the shoulder is used with the hand 
held almost rigidly, like a clamp adapted to a certain 
chord. In short, there is no one way of touching the 
keys which might not under some circumstances or other 
be necessary and commendable. The only question is 
as to whether these different touches should be taught, 
and if so in what order. Mason being an artist of the 
first order, is able to give an opinion upon this subject 
which is to the point. It is that all touches are to be 
taught very early in the playing experience, to the end 
that the fingers, wrists, and arm may all co-operate 
intelligently, and with delicate muscular responsiveness. 
4. In strict legato the key is held until the next is 
touched or at least the tone is continued until the next 
begins, in such a way that each tone exactly joins the 
next, yet without overlapping. This may be done by 
the fingers upon the keys, or by means of the pedal. In 
Mason’s Vol. IV you will find some pedal studies in 
which this method is fully explained. 
The best way is to get all four of the volumes, which 
you can do for two dollars, and in them you will have the 
most important contribution to intelligent piano playing 
that has been made in the last half century. I do not 
mean in America alone, but in the whole world. Beside 
these books of Mason, all the other books of technic 
are incomplete, one-sided, and unproductive. Mason 
covers the whole ground. 
THE TEACHER’S ART. 
The teacher should be the guide, philosopher, and 
friend of his pupils, and not their master. The selt-abne- 
vation of the teacher must be complete, and he should 
always do his very best to enter into the thought and 
feelings of his pupils. He must have a thorough love for 
his work. During the most irksome lesson he must never 
feel that he will be very thankful when the moment ar¬ 
rives that releases him from what he considers an un¬ 
pleasant task. He must be thoroughly in sympathy with 
his pupils and endeavor, in every possible way, to see all 
difficulties from their standpoint. He must always mag¬ 
nify the best side of their work and give them credit for 
aood intentions. If bad work is done, be must rather 
fay the blame on his own imperfect methods than on his 
pupils’ lack of industry, and consider that he is bound to 
leave no means untried by which their musical progress 
may be accelerated. He must feel that this duty is im¬ 
perative, and must be performed, whatever inconven¬ 
ience or loss of time may be caused. He ought never to 
attempt to soothe his conscience by asserting that a pupil 
does not endeavor to improve, for the most careless boy 
will try if he considers that it is worth his while ; that is 
to say, if his teacher can make the subject sufficiently at¬ 
tractive.—Henry Fisher. 
Why use Italian for Expression Words?—If we 
allowed each composer to use his own mother tongue we 
should be out of the frying pan into the fire with a 
vengeance, for Liszt would have used Hungarian; 
Tschaikowsky, Russian ; Chopin would have had a right 
to employ Polish; Greig would have resorted to .Norwe¬ 
gian, and so on to the end of the chapter. No: music 
fs too universal to be split up in this fashion ! We must 
recognize the fact that the nearest approach to a univer¬ 
sal fanguage is found in the written language of music. 
A melody written by an American, here in Boston, could 
be read by cultured people in Russia, Greece, France, 
Norway, Italy, Chili, etc., etc ; but let him mark: his 
tune “Gently” and “Tranquilly, and all of these 
nations are left in the dark as to what he means, while if 
he adds the word “ Andante,” all the civilized countries 
of the earth will comprehend bis desire. A universal 
language must not be even partially destroyed by local 
signs, and in the light of the universality of notation, 
any language except the Italian becomes merely local. 
Three centuries of use in many different climes have 
made the Italian musical terms almost as widespread as 
notation itself. Better that every amateur should take 
the slight trouble to acquire the meaning and pronuncia¬ 
tion of a few dozen Italian terms, than that he should 
take a retrograde step in the matter of the universality 
of our art. One needs not to belong to the ltalianissimi 
to concede that in this matter one language is better 
than many, and as regards the choice ot that one lan¬ 
guage there can be no dispute; it must be that of the 
Mother of Music, Italy.—Louis 0. Elson, in Boston 
Musical Herald. 
How many hundreds of persons have asked them¬ 
selves, over and over again, why they go on from year to 
year, giving some of the best hours in their lives to piano 
playing 1 Their aim is—or ought to be—to reproduce, 
in all the glow and life and pulsation of the moment 
when they were first breathed into being, those exquisite 
tone poems, in which the master spirits of the divine art 
have embodied some of the subtlest thoughts, the most 
weird and wonderful fancies—some of the most impas¬ 
sioned yearnings of the human soul.— Walker. 
CONCERT PROGRAMMES. 
Students’ Concert of the Hew York College of Music. 
Alexander Lambert, Director. 
Sonata, F major, (first move), for piano and violin 
Beethoven ; Fileuse, Raff; Nocturne, Leber; Sonata, E 
flat, Clementi; Concerto, D minor, (first move), 
Mozart; Der Neugierige, Schubert; Impromptu, C 
sharp, Reinhold; Concerto, G minor, (first move , 
Mendelssohn; Concerto, A minor, (first move), 
Hummel. 
Logan Female College Recital. 
Prelude and Fugue from W. T. C., Bach ; Nocturne, 
“The Night has a Thousand Eyes,” Dewey ; Tambourine; 
from Suite, Op. 204, Raff; Romanza in F sharp, Schu¬ 
mann ; Cascade au Chaudron. °P- 13^’^°\4: Bepdf ’ 
Kamennoi-Ostrow, Op. 10, No. 22 Rubinstein , Polo- 
naise from Le Bal, Rubinstein ; Rigoletto Fantaisie- 
Verdi-Liszt; Duo on a Beethoven Theme, Saint-Saens , 
The Merry Party, Emery ; Water Sprites-Heller ; Etude, 
Heller ; Waltz, Godard ; Haste, Gurlitt; Divertissemente, 
SnharwVnka * Whv ? E. B. Perry; Toccata, Paradies ; 
Rondo in C,’Hummel; Polka de Salon, T^haikowsky; 
Barcarolle, Bendel; Polonaise from La Bal, Rubin¬ 
stein ; RhapBodie Hongroise No. 12, Liszt. 
Recital by Pupils of Miss Porter and Mrs. Dow's 
School, Farmington, Conn., Bern. Boekelmann, Dir¬ 
ector. i j 
Op. 84, Overture, “ Egmont,” Arr. by Burchard ; 
Op. 28, Andante ; Op. 33, Bagatelle, No. 1, E flat ; Op. 
10-2, Allegro, Allegretto, Presto; Op. 2,, No. 1, 
Allegro, Prestissimo ; Variations sur un thfcme de 
Beethoven, Camille Saint-Saens, for two pianos ; Op. 
13, Sonata Pathetique : Op. 49, No. 2, G major, Allegro 
ma non troppo ; Tempo di Minuetto ; Op. 10, No. 1, 
Allegro molto e con brio; Op. 51, No. 2, Rondo, 
Andante cantabile e grazioso Allegretto ; Op. -7, JNo. A 
Adagio Sostenuto, Allegretto Presto agitato ; Op. 31, 
No. 3, Menuetto Moderate e grazioso Presto con 
fuoco ; Op. 67, 5th Symphony, C minor, Allegro-Presto, 
for eight hands. 
Recital at Drew Ladies' Seminary. Lyman F. Brown, 
Director. 
Fugue in G Minor, Rheinberger; Waltz, Op. 46, No. 
1 Moszkowski ; Sancta Maria, Song with piano and 
violin, Faure ; La Traviata, Fantasie for violin and piano, 
E. Singelli, Op. 107, Verdi; Angel’s Serenade, Song 
with piano and violin, Braga; Concerto in F. minor, 1. 
Introduction, Larghetto and Allegro passionate 11 
Tempo di Marcia. III. Presto giojoso. Orchestral 
part on 2d, piano, Weber ; Gondolier s song, De Koven ; 
Leonore, Trotere; Spinning song. Mendelssohn; ‘ Heaven 
hath shed a tear,” song with violin and piano, Ruecken; 
Nocturne, Op. 55, No. 1, Chopin ; “A Sumrner> Night, 
A. G. Thomas; “I’ve Something Sweet to 1 ell iou, 
Eaton Faning; Kamennoi Ostrow, No. 22, Rubinstein ; 
Serenade, Nevin ; Yvonne’s Cradle song. Weckerlin; 
Winter Lullaby, De Koven ; Japanese Lullaby, De Ko; 
ven;“ Coming Through the Rye, Jael; The Palms, 
Faure-Leybach. 
Piano Recital given by Students of Keuka College. 
Valse Briliiante in A flat (four hands), Moszkowski; 
Polonaise, Op. 112, No. 4, Muller ; Sonatina in C, Op. 
20, No. 1, Kuhlan ; Tarantelle, Heller; Frolic of the 
Butterflies,” Op. 282, Bohm ; Jagerlied No. 3, Men¬ 
delssohn ; Sonata in F (first and second movements), 
Mozart. 
Pupils' Recital, Williamston Female College, S. C. 
“Swing Song,” Fontaine; Arbutus, Goerdeler; 
“Eventide,” song, Gumbert; “In the Mill,” Forster; 
“ Snow Flakes,” song, Cowen ; Sweet Peggie, minuet, 
Seymour Smith ; “Down on the Sands,” song, llsley; 
Tarantelle, Mendelssohn; Duet, “Amaryllie,” Air Louis 
XIII, Jungmann; “Echoes of the Ball. Gillet; 
“Alone,” song, Bendig; “ Fond Memories, Goerdeler; 
Marsch, Philipp Scharwenka; Mazurka in E flat, 
Leschetizky; “The Gate of Heaven,” song, Tours; 
Polka Briliiante, Fr. Spindler ; “ Song of the Triton, 
chorus, Molloy. 
Pupils of Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Boyle. 
Militarmarsch (eight hands, two pianos), Schubert; 
Polka de la Reine, Raff; Sonata, Clementi; Grand 
Marche, Op. 38, Schulhoff; Valse, Chopin; Rakoczi 
March (eight hands, two pianos), Liszt; Nocturne. Op. 
37, No. 2, Chopin; “Dreaming by the Brook,” Gold- 
beck; Cachoucha Caprice, Op. 78, Raff. 
Commencement Exercises of the Schultze School of 
Musical Art. 
“A Ball Scene," J. L. Nicode; “The Village Festi¬ 
val,” Jensen; Polacca Briliiante, C. M. v. Weber; 
“The Demon of the Woods,” Bohm; Die Forelie, St. 
Heller; March of the “ Davidsbundler,” Schumann; 
“ Love’s Sorrow,” Shelley; Polonaise, Moszkowski; 
Concerto, D minor, Mozart. 
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GLEANINGS, WITH COMMENTS. 
Don’t!—says a little booklet entitled “Musical 
Don’ts,” published by Arrowsmith, of Bristol—be¬ 
cause you prefer classical music, consider that all 
modern music is worthless. There is plenty of good 
drawing-room music to be found. It does not at all 
follow, because some persons indulge in a loud, ar¬ 
peggio, keep down the pedal style of performance, that 
the music itself is bad. Remember that classical music 
may be murdered as well as modern, and that bad 
playing is equally bad whether it is in Beethoven’s 
“ Moonlight Sonata,” or in Wely’s “Cloches du Mon- 
astere.” This is as true as words can express it.— 
London Musical Opinion. 
It also explains, to a great extent, the prevailing 
dislike for classical music. If classical music were 
commonly played with the understanding instead of 
with the pedal down and greatly exaggerated effects, 
it would be more intelligible to the ordinary hearer 
and, therefore, make a better impression. 
A LESSON FOR SNOBS. 
The old subject of the treatment of artists in social 
life still crops up from time to time. We read in a 
contemporary: “To invite a musician to a meal, 
with the hope of getting a little music out of him, is 
the embodiment of penuriousness and meanness. Ste¬ 
phen Foster, on one occasion, was invited by his aunt 
to a supper, with the request to bring his flute along. 
He saw the point, stayed at home, but sent his flute. 
Gottschalk, when invited to dinner always asked whether 
he was expected to play or not. If he was expected to 
play he charged twenty-five dollars. Chopin is said to 
have been the guest of a rich shoe dealer. After dinner 
the rude host asked him to play. Chopin excused him¬ 
self, saying that he had eaten little, but the sardonic 
remark was quite wasted on the man of leather. ‘ Oh ! 
sit down and play something, just to show us how it is 
done.’ Chopin complied. Some time after he invited 
the shoe dealer to a party at his house, and, ordering 
in a cobbler’s bench, requested him to sew a patch on a 
shoe ‘just to show how it was done.’ ” We do not find 
this story in Mr. Nieck’s biography, but it is decidedly 
ben trovato.—London Musical Times. 
A HINT TO MODERN COMPOSERS AND PIANISTS. 
We read in a contemporary : “ Thalberg’s piano and 
playing was as chaste and as objective as a chiseled 
Greek statue, and just as cold ; but it was a miracle of 
polish and repose. We are latterly, perhaps, too 
much carried away by frantic exhibitions of force and 
fury. Rubinstein and his Russian roar are being un¬ 
successfully imitated by every callow and sucking 
virtuoso. The loss to art is great, the symmetry and 
sense of proportion are ruined by those furious ex¬ 
plosions of pianism which pass for individuality, but 
which are mere technical brutalities.” This is plain 
and healthy speaking, but let us not blame the modern 
pianist only. Modern music altogether has largely 
come to be an exhibition of force and fury, of ex¬ 
plosions and brutalities, and the public will have it so. 
At the end of thirty reposeful bars they begin to yawn. 
AN INDICATION OF THE ORDINARY COMPREHENSION OF 
THE ART AND SCIENCE OF MUSIC. 
In Mr. Justin McCarthy's novel “My Enemy’s 
Daughter,” one of his characters is made to say, “ My 
dear madame, do you really suppose there is one note, 
one half-note, of this music that is not familiar to 
me as the letters of the alphabet?” Would so clever 
a man as the author of this work thus show his want 
of knowledge of any other art than music? 
It may be interesting to those who are concerned in 
the adoption and retention of the title of Professor to 
know that at Monaco there is a Professeur de Roulette, 
in Ostend there is a Professeur de Sanitd pour les Chiens 
et Chats Malades, and even in Paris, there is'a Professeur 
of writing, reading, and all things in general. 
The above clipping could be made the text for quite 
a long discourse on the subject of titles. Titles are 
many and diverse, but the popular “Professor” is 
easily in the lead. Knowledge and culture are certainly 
necessary to the successful musician. Not merely a 
knowledge of his own particular line of work, but a 
broad and comprehensive knowing, a power of thought 
capable of taking in other matters, an ability to see, 
understand, and intelligently discuss questions of the 
day. The mistake is too often made, however, of think¬ 
ing the title, “ professor,” indicates such a condition 
of culture ; puts a sort of cap-sheaf upon the standing 
of its holder. To such the above quotation will present 
the matter in a new light. Don’t allow yourselt to be 
called “professor,” unless your occupancy of a properly 
authorized position entitles you to it. 
There is no more comic reading than the reports of 
Town Council meetings. Here is an example from 
Neath, where, it would seem, the liberality of Mrs. 
Gwyn has built a hall, in which the municipal au¬ 
thorities intend to place an organ. Scene : The Council 
in session. Letter read from Mr. J. S. Church, asking 
for the post of Organist. He is not an organist at present, 
but, if appointed, would take lessons. Moved that the 
application be referred to the Hall Committee. Amend 
ment proposed, by Mr. Trick, that Mr. Church be ap¬ 
pointed at once, so that he might get tuition at once. 
The Mayor: “Mr. Church says that he is not an or¬ 
ganist.” Mr. Trick: “I press my motion, subject 
to approval of Mrs. Gwyn.” Mayor: “I should be 
sorry to convey this to Mrs. Gwyn.” Mr. Trick (is 
this name a misprint for Thick ?): “ Why ?” Mayor : 
“ Mr. Trick, shall I explain ?” Mr. Trick: “Certainly.” 
Mayor : “ The builders have not been consulted yet, and 
the organ will take six or eight months to build. Mr. 
Church says he cannot play, and I say it would be 
wrong to select Mr. Church to-day.” Mr. Trick (light 
having penetrated him): “ I withdraw.” We leave the 
story in its beautiful simplicity. 
The following advertisement, taken from a leading 
South Wales journal, should be read in connection 
with a paragraph which appears elsewhere concerning 
the Neath Town Council:—• 
“ Wanted a Pianist. One with a little knowledge of 
music preferred. Address,” etc. 
These two clippings from the London Musical Times, 
which are properly read in connection with each other, 
show that all the charlatanism is not confined to America. 
The inference as to the mental calibre of the Town 
Council, whose members so gravely discuss the ap 
pointment of an applicant under such conditions, as 
well as the standing of the musical profession which 
renders necessary such “want” advertisements, may 
readily be drawn by the reader. But as it is no uncom¬ 
mon matter to see a call for an organist or pianist to 
fill an exacting position at a salary of anywhere from 
£10 to £20 per year, we need not be surprised at such 
a state of affairs. 
Henselt’s Touch.—To speak of his wonderful touch, 
so as to convey an idea of what it was like to those who 
have never heard him—now, alas ! will never hear him— 
is, I feel, a hopeless, an almost absurd, task ; yet I shall 
try by one or two imperfect metaphors to give some idea 
of it, however faint and dim. 
Henselt’s suggested a shelling—a peeling off—of every 
particle of fibrous or barky rind ; the unveiling of a 
fine, inner, crystalline, and yet most sensitive and most 
vitally elastic pith. With this it suggested a dipping 
deep, deep down into a sea of tone, and bringing up 
thence a pearl of flawless beauty and purity ; something, 
too, there was of the exhalation of an essence—so concen¬ 
trated, so intense, that the whole being of the man 
seemed to have passed for the moment into his finger¬ 
tips, from which the sound seemed to well out, just as 
some sweet yet pungent odor from the chalice of some 
rare flower.—Bettina Walker. 
Sex and Music.—There is no room for the contention 
that, as compared with the boy, the girl has not had 
fair play—that opportunities for cultivating the art have 
in her case been few, in his case many. The reverse is 
the truth. If there is a branch of education in which 
girls have been schooled, to the neglect of every other, 
it is precisely that of music. It is among the primary 
subjects to which she is put, and among the very last 
she is allowed to leave off. Not one hour a day but 
many hours out of the twenty four are consumed by her 
at the piano, to say nothing of other instruments, while 
singing lessons are usually given in supplement to these. 
It might have been thought that if practice gives perfec¬ 
tion woman would have excelled her male counterpart 
not only as an executant, but as a composer. But what 
are the facts? 
The repertory of music from the dawn of the art to 
the present day owes simply nothing to her. Consider¬ 
ing the time she has spent over it, her failure to evolve 
new harmonies, or even new melodies, is one of the 
most extraordinary enigmas in the history of the fine 
arts. It has been remarked, but never explained, by 
such accomplished aesthetic writers as Lady Eastlake 
in her celebrated essay on “ Music,” and by such keen 
psychological analysts as Mr. G. H. Lewes in his “ Life 
of Goethe; it is, indeed, a problem still awaiting 
solution.—Lancet. 
COURTESY AMONG MUSICIANS. 
BY J. HENRY ROBERTS, 
Of Cleveland, Ohio. 
The following suggestions are the outcome of some 
experiences, which the true musician no doubt finds to 
be unquestionably real. In offering this subject for 
remarks, it is with the purest intention of promoting a 
more congenial feeling in the professional fraternity, and 
lending encouragement to those persons who find it a 
comparatively easy task to meet their intimate friends 
in an open-minded manner, but a somewhat embarrasing 
attempt to place themselves before an assemblage; or, 
to disclose their true worth in the presence of master¬ 
minds, without fear of egotistical display, or, the oppo¬ 
site extreme—the want of self-confidence. One can, as 
a rule, best speak from their own experience, as to the 
reception they have met -with at the hands of distin¬ 
guished people, in concert rooms, at receptions and in 
private and public intercourse of a general character. 
Is it a question open for debate among sensible- 
minded musicians, as to whether the master minds 
cannot to a considerable degree, show, by a certain 
friendliness in their demeanor, that they appreciate the 
musical effortsof fellow-workers? Sound judgment would 
certainly prove that in every instance where a musician 
is shown the proper courtesy due to his rank and moral 
eharacter, whether he be a competitor, or one striving 
to rise in the estimation of professional opinion, that it 
is one of the principal avenues from which emanates 
progressive thought in musical art. Musicians, who 
have a tendency to show indifference for the welfare of 
others, but have by one means or another attained to 
the lofty heights of professional influence, might be 
reminded of the fact, that they at one time in their 
history sought the fellowship and esteem of musical 
superiors. Why, then, should they forget that others 
are wearing the same colors, and following in the same 
line of march, with every promise of reaching the goal 
on which they are now fortified. 
It would hardly be expected that a musician should 
change his natural ways, so that it would be distasteful 
for him to be courteous beyond the requirements of any 
occasion, but one’s disposition certainly should not 
become warped by fancied notions of self importance. 
This outspoken line of thought would probably not meet 
the approbation of those musicians who may be so 
wrapped up in their own individuality that they fail to 
recognize the artistic worth of their professional neigh¬ 
bors ; unless, it might be those who have compelled 
recognition by their manly independence and scholarly 
qualities, which they have been more fortunate to make 
apparent, through their surrounding circumstances. 
In viewing the purposes of professional people, we 
find it to be absolutely necessary for each member to 
look to his own “laurels” first, so far as pecuniary 
matters are involved; but, should we fail to notice the 
attention due to others, in their honorable efforts to 
reach the pinnacle of success ? It has been said, time 
and again, that “competition is the life of trade,” but 
can it be truly said that cold-hearted intelligence weaves 
a thread of unity in professional circles? Suppose we 
take a brief astronomical view of people engaged in the 
musical calling. When the heavenly bodies are clearly 
perceivable by the eye at night, we behold the larger 
and smaller planets alike, as necessary to form a 
complete panoramic picture; although it does not as 
a rule follow, that the largest and most brilliant orb in 
appearance, is in reality the greatest in point of magni¬ 
tude, and importance. Upon the wave of popularity 
floats many a craft which would undoubtedly shiver to 
pieces if encountered by a heavy gale. In other words : 
Some so-called master minds would surely collapse 
into utter oblivion, if searched by the keen judgment 
of a genuine connoisseur. 
These thoughts are produced from the belief that the 
essential qualities of an eminent composer, virtuoso or 
teacher, does not alone consist in his fund of musical 
knowledge, but that his judgment should be disciplined 
by professional courtesy and a modest bearing. 
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A NEGLECTED SUBJECT. 
[This article is compiled from the book, “ The Musical Profession,” 
by Henry Fisher, published by Johu Curwen & Sons, London, Eng¬ 
land. It is made up from answers to the question : “ Do you advocate 
the systematic teaching of musical form along with the piano?” 
From among the many answers we select these.—The Editor.] 
“ I do decidedly. The pupil’s intelligence, power of 
comprehension, memory, and sympathy with the com¬ 
poser all gain by this practice.” “I cannot conceive a 
qualified teacher doing otherwise.” “I should advo¬ 
cate a systematic analysis of all the art elements con¬ 
tained in the piece of music which is to be studied.” 
“ I regard it as much more important than the teaching of 
‘ harmony,’ so-called.” “ I cannot see how music can be 
approached without the utmost observation of form. I 
feel very strongly on this. You cannot teach too much 
of it. The danger is in teaching too little.” “It cer¬ 
tainly enhances the interest to a pupil when the form of 
a piece is explained, therefore anything and everything 
to make a musician.” “ Most assuredly form should be 
taught. The pupil, instead of being told to work up 
such a page, or part of a page, should, in the case of a 
rondo, for instance, first be told to learn the subject, 
and play it as it re-appears here and there, then take for 
another lesson the episode number one, etc., etc. I 
have found it useful in the case of young pupils to sug¬ 
gest words to accompany the subject and other divisions 
of the movement, the words being of the same character 
as the music, and of similar rhythm.” “No one will 
deny that such a plan of practice is likely to develop the 
pupil’s intelligence, and so to increase his appreciation 
of classic music.” 
A few of the answers were given with qualifications, 
as: “ If the pupil is a clever one, yes; but if he is 
dense, no.” “ According to the discretion of the teacher. 
It would be thrown away in some cases.” “ It excites 
interest in the piece. Of course, the pupil must be 
fairly intelligent, or it will only disturb him.” “ I can¬ 
not conceive any one not noticing form, either in the ar¬ 
rangement of the whole work, or the form of passages 
in the work.” “ The teacher should in every way de¬ 
velop whatever latent artistic feeling may be possessed 
by tbe pupil, and allow no apparent obtuseness in this 
direction to deter him from using his utmost endeavors.” 
THE MANY-SIDED MUSICIAN. 
BY LEO OEHMLER. 
To be a many-sided musician is not only an advantage, 
but a necessity in this progressive age of ours, for, just as 
the slowly-plodding stage-coach had to make way for the 
swift-running engine, so the lazy I-know-enough musician 
who simply played his horn or fife, and shirked a 
study, had to leave the battle-field to the energetic, 
wide-awake musician of the present day, who is better 
equipped for the combat. 
By a many sided musician, we do not mean one who 
can play all instruments, from the violin to the bass-drum 
or cymbals, with, perhaps, such an easy (?) instrument, 
as the piano or organ, thrown in, and whose versatility 
may be summed up in the one word, noise ; ar rom 
it, for such a display of versatility is not only disastrous 
to the musician himself, but also, and in a far greater 
degree, to the community in which he lives. No! He 
is the many-sided musician, who has thoroughly, earn¬ 
estly and conscientiously mastered one branch of the art, 
beit the mastery of an instrument, including a knowledge 
of harmony and theory, the art of composition, or as a 
musical literati; who has, in addition, a general knowl¬ 
edge pertaining to the various branches of his profession, 
in order to express himself intelligently on the various 
topics to his co-workers in the vineyard, and who is, 
above all, still striving for higher ideals, higher perfec¬ 
tion in his art, and a higher aim in life. 
Specialists are wanted everywhere : in music, as well 
as in any other profession, for life is too short to acquire 
greatness in more than one thing, and any branch of the 
divine art requires most exhaustive study. 
PIANO STUDENTS AND HARMONY. 
BY E. W. CEOWE. 
A DEFECT frequently to be found in many is the in¬ 
ability to hear in their mind what they see with their 
”"rfhe importance of possessing this most necessary 
faculty cannot be overestimated, as without it real ana 
intelligent progress in harmony and composition is im¬ 
possible. Many are able, by careful attention to the 
rules of musical grammar, to correctly harmonize a. given 
figured bass, but can form little or no idea what the 
effect will be. , , , 
A considerable number of proficient pianoforte player, 
are similarly deficient, and are dependent upon the actual 
performance of the piece to know a composer s meaning. 
It is, however, quite possible to acquire this most neces¬ 
sary accomplishment. From the beginning let the 
learner never write a note the sound of which is not dis¬ 
tinctly present in liis mind. A good plan, recommended 
by an eminent composer and theoretical writer, is to care¬ 
fully look over some easy, unknown chant hymn tune, 
or single composition and try to imagine what tbe efiect 
would be like ; then play it on the pianoforte and judge 
how far the actual result corresponds with previous mi- 
P Perseverance in this plan will most certainly produce 
excellent results, will enable tbe student to c°rre®% 
bear in his mind what he writes, and render the mere 
reading of a musical composition, however difficult ana 
complicated, even an orchestral score, should he possess 
a knowledge of instrumentation, almost as enjoyable as 
its actual performance. . 
Another important detail is to early acquire the skill 
to correctly and suitably harmonize a given melody. 
Sometimes this is not attempted until a considerable 
knowledge of harmony has been gained. One cannot 
but think that in many cases this is a mistake. Most 
musicians will admit that to judiciously harmonize a 
melody evinces more genuine skill and cultivated taste 
than the addition of parts to a figured bass which, how¬ 
ever necessary, is after all in a great measure mechanical 
and can, as before stated, often be correctly done by those 
destitute of musical talent. The truth ol this was forci- 
bly brought home to the writer a few years ago, when at 
the request of the Academical Board of Trinity College, | 
London, he set a paper on harmony to be worked by can¬ 
didates desirous of obtaining the diploma oi Associate, 
one of tbe tests being to harmonize a simple melody ot 
sixteen bars. Out of the numerous papers returned tor 
examination but few had this particular exercise correctly 
and intelligently done. Complicated chords were used 
where simple ones would have been better, small notes 
independently harmonized which should nothavebeen 
so and the sixteen bars distorted into a musical Jlhzzle 
instead of the natural and commonplace harmonies pres¬ 
ent in the mind of the examiner when he wrote it. As 
soon, therefore, as the student can correctly write the 
common chord and its two inversions, he should 
begin to make use of these harmonies on his own 
account. He will find that the many beautiful and 
nleasiim effects which can be produced with these simple 
materials alone, will be laying the foundation of a 
natural and easy style of harmonization, and be 
better enabled to judiciously employ other and more 
elaborate combinations as his knowledge and taste j 
mereases^i^ g to a figured bass, especially if of 
a complicated kind and containing the higher numerical 
discords, it is of the highest importance to obtain an 
insight into the melody and disposition of the parts 
present in the mind of the composer, as without this 
skill it is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to obtain 
a satisfactory result. . . , 
In essaying the art of composition, the student who 
asnires to a high position must, in addition to sedulously 
cultivating the gift of melody, thoroughly acquaint 
himself with the form and construction ot works ot 
established reputation and merit. Without this indis¬ 
pensable knowledge the composition will be but in¬ 
different, however original and pleasing the themes may 
be Eminent composers possess this skill in a high 
degree the charm of their works, irrespective of the 
freshness and novelty of the ideas contained in them, 
bein'* the consummate art with which they have h<‘«'u 
expanded and elaborated. Numerous instances could be 
quoted to show the care and trouble composers have 
taken in perfecting their works. 
A valuable relic of Beethoven was brought to light 
not long ago in the publication of one of his note books 
containing a considerable portion of one of the move¬ 
ments of a symphony. It was in tbe higest degree 
interesting to observe the difference between tbe ideas as 
they first presented themselves to bis mind and what 
they finally became when revised and expanded. 
Mendelssohn in his letters frequently expresses his 
dissatisfaction with some composition he was engaged 
on and his intention to write it over again. Meyerbeer 
was extremely fastidious in bis orchestration, and would 
often rescore some particular piece three times in as 
many different colored inks before being thorough y 
satisfied. A plan recommended to students by C. 
Czerny in his “ School of Composition,” is to carefully 
examine the form and construction of some simple 
sonata and then compose one closely following that 
taken as a model. By such means a knowledge of these 
indispensable requisites would be gained, ideas would 
present themselves to the mind in a “0reo“C^“ed 
systematic manner, the correct working out ot a move 
ment—one of the principal difficulties—become easy 
and natural, and the composer he enabled to expand 
and develop his thoughts according to the bent ot 
individual genius. 
Mutual Help Among Music Pupils.—It is only 
nine o’clock A. M., an hour when musicians and musical 
students often begin their work, but scarcely the time 
when lovers of music would meet in order to enjoy a 
practice together or listen to one ; and yet three per- 
sons-three musical natures-are giving the other a fare¬ 
well specimen of their individual and singularly differing 
reflexes of art-feeling. A gentleman, young and pale 
and dreamy-looking, has sung Das Veilchen, by Mozart, 
and In diesen heiligen HalUn. An older and a younger 
lady play Beethoven’s Choral Fantasia, at which they 
had both worked thoroughly; the younger lady plays 
two pieces from Bach’s Suite Anglaise, and the elder 
lady utters the words, “ We all three are musical; and 
yet, though we have for six weeks resided under the 
same roof, we have been so stiff and conventional, so 
slow in recognizing the bond that existed between us, 
that not until a week or ten days ago have we expanded 
to each other and interchanged what we each possessed. 
What might we not have done for each other had it been 
otherwise! and what have we not missed which life may 
perhaps never again present to us! for it is a rare cir¬ 
cumstance when three so essentially musical natures, at 
once so sympathetic to each other, and yet so essentially 
different, have such a chance as this of mutually stimu¬ 
lating and supplementing each other. And we all three 
have let it slip. Let this parting warn us to seize the 
next opportunity when we find ourselves with congenial 
spirits, and use it to the full.”—Bettina Walker, in My 
Musical Experiences. 
Amateur Music Teachers.—The definition of an 
amateur in this connection is one who, not being de¬ 
pendent on the practice of music for a livelihood, receives 
money for performing one or other of the functions 
which form part of the regular routine of a professional 
teacher of music. 
In a circular-letter, the following question among 
others was asked the music teachers of England : “ Have 
you found the competition of the amateur injurious?” 
From the answers we select the following: “ The ama¬ 
teur injures the professional man by teaching at greatly 
reduced terms.” “ In some cases people who do not 
understand tbe art will employ the amateur on lower 
terms than a professional man’s dignity would allow him 
to demand.” “In many cases he or she has obtained 
pupils on account of absurdly low prices.” “ There is 
no doubt about the amateur having a circle of friends 
who will give him the preference.” “ The better class 
of pupils do not, as a rule, go to them for tuition. I 
do not think the competition of the amateur is injurious 
if the professor is competent.” “Far too many organ 
appointments are filled by amateurs.” “ If the amateur 
displays more skill than the professional man, he de¬ 
serves and will obtain the better position, whilst the 
latter may be quite sure that he will not succeed in gain¬ 
ing that which he covets by sneers and fault finding, but 
only by showing that he merits it by his superior abilities 
and attainments.”—Henry Fisher. 
You should re-study pieces for reserve power, that you 
may be always prepared for an emergency and nervous¬ 
ness. Should you, however, feel perfectly confident of 
success in rendering your work, be assured that this re¬ 
serve power will be as flint against steel, will strike fire 
or give you an impetus as if on wings while playing in 
public.—Franklin Sonnekalb. 
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ON THE FOOLISHNESS OP DOING USELESS 
THINGS. 
BY HENRY G. HANCHETT, M. D., P. A. A. 
One of the rarer qualities of the human mind is con¬ 
centration—the power of clear, direct thinking upon one 
subject, avoiding side issues, and sticking to the point 
until the problem presented is solved. 
When ordinary persons attempt to study out some¬ 
thing new and original, they often allow their thoughts 
to diffuse over so many non-essential or related topics 
as to obscure rather than elucidate the subject-matter 
they are investigating. This trait is a common one, 
and is manifested in the construction of plans or 
machines, in the organization of societies, in writing 
of all sorts, and in nearly every direction in which 
man’s mind is exerting itself, including the teaching 
of piano playing. 
I remember some years ago bringing a fine saddle 
horse from the South to thfe North, where a saddle 
horse which was not also broken to harness was practi¬ 
cally unknown. I wished to sell this horse in the 
northern market, but found it impossible to do so unless 
I could demonstrate that he was capable of being driven. 
I, therefore, found myself obliged to teach him the use 
and meaning of harness—to me an entirely new task— 
but as is usual under such circumstances, I had plenty 
of advisers, most of whom wanted me to hitch up the 
horse double with an experienced animal who should 
act as his tutor and example, or to drive him with a 
bridle only, or bitched to a log, or in some other out¬ 
landish fashion entirely distinct from the method in 
which I proposed to drive him for sale, but supposed to 
have advantages from an educational point of view. At 
last I found a man who said : “If you want to drive that 
horse single, hitch him up single and drive him that way 
at the start.” This advice I followed. I fir3t accustomed 
my horse to the harness and then to the buggy, and in two 
days I had him so trained that he was thoroughly satis¬ 
factory in harness and behaved well in the crowded city 
streets. 
It has always seemed to me that if we wanted to make 
persons play piano, the best thing to do was to set them 
to playing the piano. But to adopt this apparently direct 
and simple course is to go contrary to all the traditions 
of piano teaching. It being sufficiently evident that 
certain technical difficulties are in the way of the pianist 
striving for artistic excellence, it has occurred to the 
great men of the past that the best thing to do was to 
isolate these technical difficulties and set the young 
student at practicing and studying on them, with the 
view of eventually applying the skill thus acquired to 
some more distinctively musical work. The real diffi¬ 
culties of finger technique thus isolated have suggested 
others that might possibly be involved in piano playing, 
but are not usually, and these, too, must be studied by 
the unfortunate pupil, who soon finds himself obliged to 
devote all his energies to the mastery of feats of finger 
dexterity, instead of spending his time upon the great 
tone poems and cultivating his perception of beauty in 
sound. It is like sending a man to a gymnasium in 
search of health and there turning him into an athlete, 
trained away from the love of literature, or even the 
power to enjoy intellectual pursuits, while not increasing 
at all his chance for longer life. It is apparently in this 
way and for this purpose that the appalling mass of so- 
called technical exercises and studies has been evolved 
from the minds of diligent teachers. 
I fancy it would trouble the unfortunate piano teacher 
who, after giving his pupil some of the dry work of 
Alois Schmidt, or Loeschhorn, or Tausig’s “Daily 
Studies”, should be compelled to point out in any 
recognized art work the exact technical difficulty that 
was conquered by the study of the exercises. The 
exercises form no part of piano-playing, but are re¬ 
garded and intended solely as preparation for such 
playing, and they, therefore, stand in the same relation 
to musical literature that the spelling book of not so 
many years ago stood to general literature. No school 
teacher acquainted with modern methods of primary 
education would think of cramming a child's mind 
with the worse than useless rubbish of the spelling 
book which was probably studied in youth by every 
person who will read this article. But it does not 
follow that children now-a-days are not taught to spell, 
but only that their spelling goes hand-in-hand with 
their knowledge of words and their consequent need 
and appreciation of spelling. So it should be also with 
technical exercises in piano practice. They should be 
aids to conquer definite and apparent difficulties met in 
the course of musical study—not preparation for such 
difficulties, which have not yet been and may never 
be encountered. 
But illogical and unfavorable to musical culture as it 
is, the plan of piano study through the terrible five- 
finger exercise and its related dry technical f.tude, has 
not stopped there, but with the invention of mechanical 
appliances for the aid of musical students—very good 
things, by the way—has come the idea of studying 
these mechanical appliances for their own sake, as 
if the results to be obtained from them were worthy 
artistic aims and ends in themselves. One can readily 
appreciate the advertising value of putting a student at 
work at a mechanical contrivance until he shall succeed 
in doing his work on that so well as to make it worth 
looking at. But when one’s performance on a dumb 
keyboard becomes so interesting that teachers recom¬ 
mend for general use the practicing upon dumb key¬ 
boards exclusively for months or years during the early 
training of the musician, the matter becomes ludicrous 
or serious, according to its acceptation. Does the healthy 
young mind become more appreciative of the beautiful, 
more ready to recognize the achievements of the tone 
poets, by moving the fingers just so many times, and 
just so high, and in just such a way, on dumb pieces of 
ivory? Or can we afford to fill the young mind in these 
impressionable years with this sort of pabulum when 
there is opportunity for studying great works of the 
composers and cultivating a taste for them that shall 
spread musical intelligence over the country? The 
facilities which these mechanical inventions afford us 
for shortening the road toward mastery of the piano, 
and consequently toward early familiarity with the 
great tone poems, is one of the happy prospects in 
the musical outlook of the country, but to pervert 
the natural use, the great advantage of such things, in 
the manner suggested, by making them a subject of 
study for their own sakes, surely is one of the most 
discouraging proposals. Every hour taken away from 
the study of dry mechanical details and put into the 
study of vital musical form, is an hour gained for musical 
culture the country over. The shortest route that can 
be found to technical perfection is the route to be 
chosen, and that route unquestionably lies beside the 
Technicon and Clavier, but let us never forget that 
technical perfection is only a means to the end, that 
the end is always musical, and the musical end should 
never be lost to sight for the sake of technique—rather 
a thousand times sacrifice technique for the sake of 
music. 
Would that the musical profession was quick enough 
to see the advantages of such machines as the Technicon 
and the Practice Clavier, so that their sales would not 
have to be advanced by such devices as exhibiting those 
who have studied them for their own sakes. We cannot 
too soon adopt these implements as helps, nor too soon 
grow out of the notion that mere mechanism in musical 
study is ever anything but a means to an end. 
MENTAL ASPECT OF TEACHING. 
Many music teachers, perhaps all, have occasionally 
to correct faults which are akin to mental disorders. 
There are disorders, sometimes serious, which affect or 
are seated in the mental faculties, and which can be 
treated only by directing the efforts to these faculties. 
Physicians recognize this, and frequently advise change, 
as a means of relief. So also is it with music teachers 
in their work, only they have to effect the change, and 
in order to do so successfully, have to work on their 
pupils like a faith doctor, making them believe they can 
do what they never have done, at the same time ignoring 
the fact that they manifest any weakness. Some 
scholars when they begin with a new teacher, are 
filled with the notion that they have a “lovely touch.” 
And they are not conceited, for their friends have in¬ 
stilled the idea into their minds, sometimes from the 
fact that the pupil plays sloppily with the right hand, 
and a little more substantially with the left. Others 
play as if they were driving nails ; others cannot play 
before any one, and I might keep saying “ others ” to the 
end of the chapter. Studies in phrasing are a most 
useful assistance in treating many of these disorders, 
but they may be better used by applying them to the 
mental rather than to the physical faculties; in other 
words, not merely by teaching the scholar to raise the 
hand at a certain point, or to count at a certain place, 
etc., but by stirring up a musical feeling from within, 
causing the mental to be expressed through the physical 
forces. I know that all of our better class of teachers are 
fully awake to this idea, but I do not think they all quite 
reach the mark, although they say a great deal about 
feeling, ear, etc. But though they employ their own 
mental forces to work on the mental forces of the 
pupils, they do not employ the right agencies. 
Enthuiastic teachers kindle enthusiasm in their pupils, 
and therefore get more and better work than the more 
indifferent, stoical kind. All teachers ought to make 
their scholars feel as if they never had an emotion in 
their lives. This can be done to a great extent, by a 
judicious application of the kind of music the pupil is 
weakest in; but the application must be made very 
slowly, and at first mixed greatly with what the mind 
then craves; and the new should be administered so 
carefully as not to destroy the taste for it, before it shall 
have developed. If a pupil works, and does not grasp 
the ideas of the teacher, and does not do what the 
teacher desires, do not blame him too abruptly; think 
that perhaps you have not put your idea in a way that 
he could grasp, perhaps through no fault of his. Use 
your imagination to work on his. About half of this 
world, as we accept it, is imagination, and about half 
the faults of pupils are of the imagination primarily. 
They begin by thinking they cannot do a thing, and if 
not corrected, cannot to the end. While the poor 
teacher has to give them studies for the special correc¬ 
tion of such a fault, alas, how often of no avail! And 
the pupil works away, and the teacher labors wearily, 
and they are both “ away off,” so to speak. If your 
pupil has anything to overcome, never admit that he 
cannot; more than that, never show that you apprehend 
that he will not do whatever you have given him to do 
(but be sensible about what you give him) as well as 
yourself. Never show too much interest when approach¬ 
ing a hard place in a composition. 
I could mention cases to show the power of the mental 
forces, and it must be apparent to most teachers. 
Teachers should always remember that the mind is the 
most delicate, and potent force used in teaching, and 
they should always be careful and conscientious, in 
their treatment and intercourse with their pupils, re¬ 
membering the sensitiveness and pliability of the pupil’s 
mind. But there are times when, instead of an .Eolian 
harp, which we must carefully place so that it will 
produce its sweet sounds, we have to beat on the big 
ba3s drum ; and when you have to beat, do so with all 
your might; but look before you beat. 
To succeed in a lazy atmosphere, the teacher must be 
active, but not in denouncing his surroundings. In a 
place where a general feverish “get up and get” pre¬ 
vails, a quiet and calm dignity is the most valuable 
attribute. And “ nothing succeeds like success ” always 
and everywhere. 
u Head and hands ” theory is only a part of this grand 
whole. And as regards head, hands, feet, executive 
ability and general steadiness, it is a deplorable fact that 
a cool and well balanced head will do more for a 
musician than all the technics in the world. 
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EEPLEOTIONS FOE STUDENTS. 
Remember that the primary quality of tone which you 
are studying to attain, either as piano or voice student, 
ft what is named “ Beautiful. ’ 
By “ Method," we mean that means of physical manip¬ 
ulation, either of hands or vocal apparatus, which pro¬ 
duces the tone, and if the result of this physical condition 
prove satisfactory as a means toward the ultimate end ot 
“ beauty of tone,” we say the method is good. 
This at once suggests that though there may be 
some external differences in the teaching of the many 
excellent instructors everywhere to be found, no one of 
these may say that his or her manner of doing is the only 
one which will give the student a “ correct method, in 
the face of the fact, that from the many apparently 
differing teachers, come results of beauty, power, and 
finally musical truth. 
Beware, therefore, of the teacher who claims to have 
an original and exclusive “method,” for two reasons: 
First. If we have a method no one else has ever 
known, and with which he claims to do miraeles, he 
must prove himself quite ignorant of those absolute truths 
which have been taught with positive results of beauty 
for many years, and not to know and use these prin¬ 
ciples marks the teacher an incompetent one. 
Second. The teacher who claims not only to know 
all of the art, but that.what he knows is his own ex¬ 
clusive property, as by divine right, may be sincere 
in his folly, but is more likely to be an impostor, who, 
not knowing the text’of the open books of our art, 
imposes himself upon a most easily deluded public 
as an oracle of a new dispensation. 
Originality in teachers is a necessity; but this is 
shown more in the ability to properly estimate the 
disposition and possibilities of a student, and how to 
reach and develop them, than by attempting to dis¬ 
prove the old and create new doctrine. 
Progress is a great word in our language, and to 
the ambitious pupil means much. Students must 
learn, however, that true progress is not always evi¬ 
dent to them, though their teacher may note it clearly. 
Before the mind is awakened to the truth of art 
study, the student will often be deceived by the num¬ 
ber of pages or books entire that have been passed 
through. But this is the least positive guide he may 
choost to accept, for the question never shouldl be 
“how much have we done, but how well has it 
been done? 
Solfeggio books for voice students and volumes of 
studies for piano students are used without limit, but 
any number of volumes of Concone, Sieber, etc., may 
have been used by the vocalist, and yet he may not sing 
rightly, and his presumed progress has been a 
from which he must waken sooner or later to find that 
he has mistaken written music for vocal method. Many 
students will play Cramer’s Studies to their own satis¬ 
faction, but if put to the test before a competent au¬ 
thority will be found unequal to the requirements of 
the simplest bit of melody, for he has mistaken the 
passing over of many pages of notes for musical de¬ 
velopment. 
If you are studying a set of vocalizers which are 
so difficult as to require the greater part of your practice 
hours, you may depend upon it, ’tis wasting most valu¬ 
able time, unless you are convinced that your voice is 
perfectly placed and under your control. 
No student can properly study voice production and 
quality of tone, if the mind be crowded to its extreme 
musical limit with the difficulties of the study. 
Piano students likewise must first secure a fair 
degree of control over the hand before they attempt 
the study of compositions of great difficulty, for thoug 
we may gain a degree of facility by the constant practice 
of difficulties, yet a certain amount of preparation is ot 
the utmost importance, else our very efforts to overcome 
the difficulties of the study or piece will prove a means 
of aggravating the improper conditions of the hands, 
and this effort will result in no possible ultimate good. 
All art instruction should begin with work which 
will give a foundation to the student. _ 
Pianists need to have under their control certain 
conditions of the muscles of the hand, viz., perfect 
freedom of the finger, wrist, and forearm. 
This implies correct hand shape and position on the 
key board. When this is attained the varieties of touch 
must be cultivated, legato, staccato, etc. These must be 
taught with exercises not so difficult as to distract the 
student’s mind from the desired result of correct action 
of the fingers, etc. This work may much of it be done 
without music of any sort, the practice being done upon 
a table or a practice instrument such as the Virgil Wa¬ 
vier, or aided by the use of Dr. Jackson s finger gym- 
nasties. i • 
This'leads up to a point where the scales and arpeggios 
should be learned in all keys with various accents, while 
all the while, from the point where the student finds 
any moderate degree of finger control, good music, 
within the technical limits ot the technical studies at 
the time, is in constant study. Such a system as this 
is the only one which can be called true, for it is reason¬ 
able and comprehensive.—N. J. Musician. 
You must, sooner or later, find that zeal does not 
always stand for truth. You may be told most enthusias¬ 
tically that this or that method of piano playing or sight- 
reading is the very best and yields the quickest results. 
You may be told this by one who is directly interested 
in a particular method, or has been under the mfluenee 
of one who is. But you should always bear in mind the 
fact that there is very little vital difference at present 
in music methods, and these slight differences are, on 
the whole, summed up as characteristic mannerisms, 
which often seem extremely plausible, each in its turn, 
as presented by its enthusiastic inventor or endorser. 
You should also remember that not everything new and 
startling exceeds the old truth, and compare the two 
closely §from all standpoints before casting aside the 
well-tried old way. 
There are, doubtless, endless possibilities of growth 
in musical pedagogy, and we who recognize isome of 
the weaknesses of present systems must be on the 
strictest watch for real improvements. But if you 
would be a true judge of worth you must have thor¬ 
oughly mastered your present system and had exper - 
ence in its use before you dare, for your own sake, to sit 
in judgment. If, however, you have not this preliminary 
advantage, you will surely be swayed by the plausible 
soDhistrv of any one who does understand what he 
teaches and urges upon you. This is an everyday 
event • strength conquers weakness. I have seen a 
large man completely overwhelm a small one by brute 
force in a convention of music teachers, where the 
smaller man had all the advantages of honesty and 
truth, but the listeners compared the men and their 
assertive powers, rather than take the trouble to truly 
investigate their contradictory theories. Werners Voice 
Magazine. 
When the American people will have become aware 
of the inner truth of musical life, we will hear in our 
parlors less of mixtures of “ Annie Rooney well played 
and Liszt’s rhapsodies willfully assaulted, and we will 
have come to a condition of enjoyment of the really 
beautiful in music. 
The average piano student, after a few years (or 
even months) of study, is desirous only of playing the 
great pieces most recently played by the popular virtuosi 
°fThfs'ambition leads to a waste of time beyond calcu¬ 
lation, and results in disappointment almost always. 
The teacher weakly submits for fear of the loss of his 
pupil, and all interested suffer in consequence of the 
refusal of the general public to look upon music study 
with the same rationalism with which they consider any 
other branch of education.—N. J. Musician. 
HOW TO INTEEEST PUPILS. 
BY M. M. ROGERS. 
Among the minor morals there are several things 
especially desirable in a teacher. First in importance 
among these is, perhaps, expressed interest in the pupil. 
Every teacher worthy of the name doubtless feels a real 
interest in each of his pupils, but for the sake of the 
pupil’s comfort in her work, if for no other reason, this 
should be expressed. Not in words alone, perhaps 
not in words at all, but in some unmistakable way. The 
best work is rarely if ever done until perfect sympathy 
is established. In choosing a teacher an earnest student 
gives as great a compliment as she can give to the 
ability of the one selected. 
Another thing. The lesson hour should not be 
tiresome. Let us be entertaining if possible. Our best 
things are not too good for our pupils ; with some of us 
by no means good enough. A humorous expression or 
striking illustration connected with some point in the 
lesson will be remembered when a common-place 
remark is forgotten, and may besides put the pupil into 
a merry humor every time she comes across the passage 
in practicing. Unfortunately we cannot all be witty, 
but no one need be dull if willing to take sufficient pains, 
while we have the writings of sensible, original and 
and brilliant men on practical musical subjects. We 
may make use of quotation, free or literal, to any 
extent, and no thoughtful teacher should fail to do so 
except those happy mortals whose natural gifts make 
them able to say all desirable good things unassisted. 
Then let us be definite in criticism and in directions 
for practice. Few things are more discouraging than to 
be told that one is wrong, but not what the trouble is. 
If intelligent practice on a passage thus criticised 
follows, it is in spite of, not on account of, the criticism , 
except, of course, in those cases where the critic knows 
the player to be capable of better things and takes this 
way of making her more self-reliant. 
If the pupil has not already formed good habits of 
practicing there is perhaps no way in which a teacher 
can be more helpful than in giving definite directions for 
practice. This plan carefully followed out will often 
transform a careless player into an accurate one, a 
stumbling player into a steady one, and is almost sure to 
cause an indifferent pupil to take an interest in her 
studies, and to make some real advance, however hope¬ 
less the case may have seemed at first, unless she is too 
lazy to follow the directions. One pupil so lazy is not 
usually found among a hundred ordinary school-girls. 
Hers is a phenomenal case, and if after an honest and 
patient trial this defect in her character proves too 
deeply rooted to be overcome she may be given up as 
hopeless, and dismissed. 
NEW PUBLICATIONS. 
RHYTHMICAL GYMNASTICS. By Mary S Thomp¬ 
son. Price $1.00. E. S. Werner, New York. 
This little work presents in a clear, concise form the 
latest and most approved methods of exercising the 
muscles, not only of the frame but those deeper-seated 
muscles that control the function of breathing. The 
importance of good breathing to singers and elocution¬ 
ists cannot be overestimated, and all in these two 
classes who have the earnestness and the patience to 
put in practice the directions contained in this book will 
surely be amply repaid by improved health, strength, and 
—above all—quality and quantity of voice. 
WOOD NOTES WILD. Notations of Bird-music, by 
Simeon Pease Cheney. (Boston, Lee & Shepard.) 
In this book, an old New England singing master 
evidently a warm lover and a keen observer of nature, 
has undertaken to record in musical notes the songs of 
the various birds of New England, as he has carefully 
observed them for many years. Most people, including 
musicians who might be supposed to be competent 
observers, are of the opinion that very little, if any, 
bird-music can be reduced to writing and adequately 
expressed in our musical notation, simply because the 
tones and intervals used by birds do not correspond to 
those of our scales. With this opinion Mr. Cheney does 
not agree ; although he admits that portions of bird-songs 
are incapable of being written. He affirms most posi¬ 
tively that birds sing in well defined intervals and in 
tones of definite pitch, and insists that his transcriptions 
are accurate. The issue between his opinion and that 
of others can only be decided by observation as compe¬ 
tent and as unwearied as his own. Probably few persons 
who are musically competent to do the work he has 
done are so keenly interested or have his unusual oppor¬ 
tunities for observation ; so that we may have to wait a 
long time for confirmation of his belief. But, in any 
case, his book ought to stimulate interest in bird songs 
and close observation of them. It is written in an inter¬ 
esting way and brings one very close to nature. He 
must indeed be insensible to Nature’s charms who can 
read this book without feeling the desire awakened in 
him to wander in the woods and fields and listen to the 
songs of the birds. All this is good and healthful, and 




One of the most annoying and fatal of bad habits is 
sometimes found in pupils who are otherwise satisfactory 
students ; this is constant stopping and starting, espec¬ 
ially so in beginning of a difficult passage, and perhaps 
more frequently in scale and arpeggio playing. Ihe 
remedy for clear playing is clear thinking and a deter¬ 
mination on the part of the pupil to make but one effort 
and leave the result, whether good or bad, instantly pass¬ 
ing on to the next passages. 
No habit can be overcome without, first, a desire for 
correctness; second, a determined will to overcome; 
and lastly, the careful application of the best plans for 
conquering the habit. Let a piece be well played in all 
particulars but that of stammering, and it is a complete 
failure. Stammering in playing is ruinous to all artistic 
effects. Any pupil suffering from this habit should be 
made to realize how all of his efforts are proving worse 
than worthless, and a waste of time, effort, and money. 
One may have great talent and fine mental abilities, 
in fact, everything that goes toward making life a suc¬ 
cess, yet lacking a determined will, success is never 
achieved. In fact, a determined will may be likened to 
the steam that sets the machinery in motion. A will 
that cannot be conquered, coupled with good common 
sense, especially if combined with genius, can achieve 
the aims of the highest ambition. It was told of a cele¬ 
brated General that he never knew when he was defeated, 
and by and by he could not be defeated. If some of this 
spirit could be infused into the ordinary work of the pupil, 
it would lead him to a realization of his hopes. 
Teachers too often neglect the cultivation of will-force, 
when without will power and an inflexible determination 
all other qualities are but worthless lumber. A deter¬ 
mined effort is useless unless endeavor is correctly ap¬ 
plied. The following anecdote of Stothard, the well- 
known English painter, points this moral: Stothard was 
showing some early drawings from the antique, made 
while he was a student of the Academy. They were be¬ 
gun and finished with pen and ink only, and Leslie re¬ 
marked that “ they looked like beautiful line engravings.” 
“ I adopted this plan,” replied Stothard, “ because, 
as I could not alter a line, it obliged me to think before 
I touched the paper.” 
The principal step toward correct effort is to have a 
clear mental image or impression of what is to be done. 
If a pupil is disposed to stammer at a passage, he should 
stop and read it through mentally, and possibly playing 
it, going very slowly. He must read to take in the de¬ 
tails of what is before him as well as its generalities. 
He must not only see a chord, but see exactly of what 
letters it is composed. Accidentals are too often only 
casually noticed, but he must see precisely what letters 
are affected by them. One common cause for stumbling 
is poor fingering, and wherever there are runs their cor¬ 
rect fingering must be decided upon and written in at 
once. In fact, there is no more common cause for hesi¬ 
tancy, stumbling and breaking in the performance of a 
piece than in an incorrect and unsettled fingering. A 
recent writer puts this subject in a terse form, as follows : 
“ Before you can think you must have something defin¬ 
ite to think about. You must get something into your 
head before you can get anything out.” 
The best method of correcting bad habits is to make 
it the sole business of the pupil for a few lessons; this 
is to impress him with its paramount importance. And 
from the fact that young minds cannot successfully do 
many things at a time, the time to conquer the bad 
habit is at once, for as Charles Kingsley wisely says, 
“ Every duty which is bidden to wait returns with sev¬ 
eral fresh duties at its back.” 
Emerson says: “ What we seek we shall find, what 
we flee from flees from us.” This is a truth which 
should be impressed upon the minds of all pupils. Too 
often they see nothing but the notes, which results in 
mechanical, but expressionless playing. They ought to 
see what the notes express, as this would enable them 
to play with intelligence and effectively. Students 
should be taught an observance of the smaller details of 
notation ; the slurs, dynamic marks, staccato dots and 
points, etc., and give a tasteful reproduction of them in 
their performing. 
PUBLISHER'S NOTES. 
We promised, in the last issue of The Etude, to have 
ready for delivery four Bach’s Fugues, edited by Bernhard 
Boeckelmann, but, owing to cholera, freight is liable to 
fumigation; the sulphur fumes would entirely discolor the 
paper. Wre have therefore requested that they be held for 
shipment until the embargo of quarantine is lifted. We 
would, however, in the meantime, mention that there are 
four fugues already published according to Mr. Boeckel- 
mann’s ideas of printing the themes in different colors, 
these we will cheerfully send to any of our patrons who 
may desire them. 
We have had manufactured for us a large number of 
“ Binders” for The Etude; they are of the latest design 
and patented. They are both durable and neat. All 
wishing to preserve the volumes of The Etude will find 
this new file a very great convenience. We will send 
them, postpaid, for $1. 
We have in press a very important “ Method for the 
Piano,” by Charles W. Landon. The method is on the 
same basis as his “Organ Method,” which has proved to 
be a great success. The “Piano Method ” is by an emi¬ 
nently practical teacher, and is especially designed for the 
popular taste. While it contains all the latest ideas on 
piano playing, it is adapted for pupils of moderate capacity; 
as teachers know, the undeveloped, musically, is legion, 
and this work appeals to this class, while gently drawing 
them higher. The work will be about 120 pages, full 
sheet-music size, and will be bound in boards with cloth 
back. The price of the work, to those who send cash in 
advance, will be merely nominal. Every practical teacher 
should send for a copy while it is yet in press and can be 
obtained for less than paper and printing. To any one 
sending us fifty cents in advance of publication, we will 
send this book, when out, postpaid. In ordering, please 
write the name very plainly, and if your address is to be 
changed, please give us your future address. Write your 
order for the special offer on a separate slip of paper from 
the rest of your letter. There will be many hundreds of 
this work sold before publication, and we desire to have 
as few mistakes as possible, and request our patrons to 
assist us in this by writing their orders on separate slips. 
Kemember, this offer is for a very short time only, as the 
book is almost complete. 
“Graded Course of Pianofore Studies,” by W. S. B. 
Mathews, when complete, will be in ten grades, four of 
these are now on the market. They have met with phe¬ 
nomenal success. For a number of years teachers have 
been using Czerny, Kohler, Bertini,etc., with an indefinite 
wandering through all studies for pianoforte, feeling 
all the while that the truth lies with all of them to a 
certain extent. Mr. Mathews has gleaned the truth out 
of each one, and has made, perhaps, the most -perfect vol 
umes of pianoforte studies that has ever yet been published. 
They meet the wants of a large class of teachers who need 
guidance in the selection of piano studies. The studies 
are generally short and inclined to be melodic. This 
work is destined to take the place of all other piano 
studies. 
The success of “Melody Playing,” by Hamilton C. 
Macdougall, has warranted Mr. Macdougall undertaking 
to issue Vol. II. The MS. is completed and now in the 
hands of the engraver. We will give a list of some of 
the pieces that will appear in this volume; they are all 
of an unusually' meritorious character. The whole range 
of musical literature has been examined, to get the very 
cream of short, pleasing, and instructive pieces of a 
melodic character. Here is the list:— 
Folk Song, Volkm mn; Swiss Idyll, Behr; German 
Song, Tschaikowski; Festive Dance, Gurlitt; Violet, 
Behr; Bomance, Bummel; Aubade, Lanciani ; Christ¬ 
mas Pastorale, Macdougall; Cradle Song, N. v. WiJm; 
Andante, Kavanagh ; Evening Bell, Kullak ; Hilarity, 
N. v. Wilm; Scherzo, Lichner; Badinage, Salome; 
Little Love Song, Bohm. 
A glance at this will convince any teacher that some¬ 
thing fine can be expected from Vol. II. In accordance 
with our usual custom, we ..will send this volume at a 
nominal price to those who will favor us with their orders 
in advance of publication. Therefore, to every one send¬ 
ing us twenty-five cen‘s we will forward the volume when 
issued, postpaid, but cash must accompany every order, 
whether the party has an account with us or not. This 
special offer will be in force only a short time. 
We have recently issued two useful works in the line of 
pianoforte studies: one is L. H. Sherwood's “ Ecole de la 
Facilite,” the other, “Twelve Preludes,” by Tlieo. Moel- 
ling. Both these works are taking the front rank among 
the educational means of piano playing. The Sherwood 
etudes are pleasing and well written. The Moelling Pre¬ 
ludes are designed as an introduction to Bach. They are 
little canons and contrapuntal studies, and are less serious 
than Bach, and will fit the pupil for the understanding of 
the more serious and classical. 
We have order blanks for music teachers sending to us 
for music which we shall be pleased to forward to any of 
our patrons desiring them. The envelopes, with our 
address on them, will go with them. This will facilitate 
letter writing to a great extent. 
In teaching this year teachers should not forget the two 
Concert Albums we have recently published, and the 
Thirty Selected Studies of Heller, our new and recom¬ 
mended edition of Seleeted Mendelssohn’s “ Songs with¬ 
out Words.” These works should be used by teachers as 
much as possible, as they cannot be excelled. 
TESTIMONIALS. 
The copy of “Short Openings Anthems” by E. B. 
Story, received. I like the books of the collection very 
much and wish you would straightway send six copies of 
the book so that we may give some of the pieces a trial. 
Yours truly, Edward Hungerford. 
This work of Dr. Mason’s is beyond comparison with 
any other work on Piano Technics that has yet appeared, 
and is not only a remarkable, but a most invaluable 
contribution to pianoforte literature. 
Edward L. Mattoon. 
The “Mathews Standard Course of Piano Studies,” 
with its valuable suggestions as to suitable pieces,will be a 
relief and joy to tired teachers who heretofore have been 
obliged to spend much of their rest time reading over 
new music for their classes. 
Mrs. M. K. Branham. 
Your edition of Mendelssohn’s “Songs WithoutWords” 
is in every way very desirable. Well selected and anno¬ 
tated, carefully phrased, good paper and type, and low 
price, all combine to make it by far the best edition I 
have ever seen. Yours truly, S. Frost. 
Enclosed please find check for bill of June 7th. At 
the same time let me express my high appreciation of 
your admirable edition of Mendelssohn’s “ Songs Without 
Words.” Yours, Wm. K. Graber. 
The number of “ Mathews’ Graded Course of Piano 
Studies” examined. The pleasure of teaching rises 
into fascination with such material as this available. 
Surely nothing superior has appeared. I shall use the 
entire course with the incomparable Touch and Technic 
series. American musicians owe gratitude unmeasured 
to our two great educators, Mason and Mathews—to 
you also, Mr. Presser, as publisher of that indispensable 
help—The Etude—and of innumerable works of value. 
Mart Espt Thomson. 
SPECIAL NOTICES. 
Notices for this column inserted at 3 cents a word for one insertion, 
payable in advance. Copy must be received by the 20th of the 
previous month to insure publication in the next number. 
AMERICAN and Foreign Concert Bureau provides 
Institutions of Learning, Music Schools, etc., with 
Artists’ Recitals. Particulars can be had by addressing 
Messrs. Robert Brown and Co., 35 W. 18th St., New 
York City. 
MUSIC copying and transposing, by a thoroughly 
competent musician, promptly executed. Address 
Adam Geibel, 2017 N. Twentieth St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
LADY with experience desires position as Instru¬ 
mental Teacher in School or College. Reference, 
Minor C. Baldwin, Chickering Hall, New York City. 
Address, 12, care of The Etude. 
